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'' AB STILACT 

The effect of oxides on the topographies of various random engineer- 
ing surfaces and steady-state thermal contact resistances between oxide- 
free and oxidized metallic surfaces in contact in high vacua have been 
investigated. The results of many previous investigations indicated that 
such problems cannot be dealt with without a detailed study of the surface 
topographies, resulting in accurate surface characterisation. The distri- 
butions of the real micro-contact zones and heat transfer phenomena across 
interfaces could 'then be predicted. 

Cylindrical specimens normally mild steel EN3B and commercially 
pure copper of nominal area 4.908 x 10-4 m2 were oxidized under control- 
led environmental conditions and subsequently pressed into contact at 
their flat faces. The oxide film thickness measurements were taken using 
a high resolution Stereoscan electron microscope. Surface topographies 
were quantified before and after oxidation to determine the effects of 
oxide films upon their topological characteristics. 

Following a detailed analysis, two theories concerning the problem 
of predicting thermal contact resistances of oxidized joints having Gaussian 
distribution of surface heights have been developed. The developed 
theories establish the surface parameters measured to design a predictable 
thermal joint and apply for thin films of the order of naturally occurring 
oxides. 

From a statistical analysis of the experimental measurements for 
freshly-assembled contacts, an empirical expression 

(R = 66.0 p-0.945 a-0.128 X0.0346) 

has been established relating the loading pressure, mean roughness of'the 
contacting surfaces and oxide film thickness to the thermal resistance of 
the contacts in high vacua. 

Finally a method of producing joints with low thermal contact 
resistance (and vice versa) is suggested. 
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1 

' CI1APTEk ONE 

. 'INTRODUCTION 

1.1' CENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE 'PROBLEM 

The interface formed by two surfaces in contact produces an 
additional resistance to the flow of heat from one contacting member 
to the other. When this interface is corroded or even mildly covered 
with oxide as a result of exposure to its atmosphere, the contact 
: resistance increases. Further, the degree of oxidation depends mainly 
upon the composition of the underlying metal and its surface finish, 
the period of exposure, and the severity of the environment. 

When two metals are brought into contact, the presence of 
oxides in addition to the surface roughness or other irregularities of 
the mating surfaces tends to reduce the metal-to-metal contact. This 
is further affected by the poor thermal conductivity. of the oxides and 
consequently produces a higher degree of thermal isolation between the con 
tacting surfaces leading occasionally to'excessive temperatures of some 
critical components. 

One of the earliest investigations in this area was initiated 
by Jacobs & Starr (1) in an attempt to collect experimental data for 
the design of cryogenic thermal joints. Since that time, some work 
has been undertaken in connection with the thermal contact. A large 
variation in the experimental data of various researchers (2,3,4) 
exists, therefore further research is necessary. 

The contact configuration and the thermal behaviour depend 
upon the size, shape and location of the true contact area as well as 
upon the distribution of the flux crossing the interface. 

An accurate prediction for a particular assembly would need 
to consider the contact in relation to all other thermo-physical and 
mechanical aspects and there exists no completely comprehensive theory 
(5,6) to predict contact resistance between engineering surfaces. 

1.2 APPLICATIONS 

An exceptionally high rate of corrosion in the form of black 
magnetite occurs at pressed contacts and this has been found in mild 
steel magnox reactors (7). Hypersonic air flows induce high rates of 
localised heating in aircraft structures and so an estimation of the 
thermal stresses produced requires a knowledge of the temperature 
distributions at the joints. Other applications where contacts occur 
between oxidized surfaces are in heat pipes, high-power communication 
satellites and unsatisfactorily welded joints (8). 

Engineers have been concerned with the effects of contact 
resistance on the design of root-fixing. of gas turbine blades (9). 
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Recently, the space programme has given rise to extensive studies of 
contact phenomena (10). 

The presence of oxide films has a detrimental effect on, for 
example the performance of electrical relays (11,12), and the rate of 
heat transfer across bolted joints (10,13). Oxide effects must 
therefore, be considered at the design stage, especially in the situ- 
ations where only narrow design margins can be tolerated such as in 
communication technology (8). 

In any practical situation an electrical or thermal current 
has to pass from one metal to another through a contact. The conduction 
of electricity in continuous conductors whether metallic or gaseous 
has long been studied but the analogy of this phenomenon with the flow of 
the thermal current still remains a research topic. The particular 
physical form and the operating conditions of, the electrical contact 
depend on the function it has to perform. The design may vary from the 
large iron clad circuit breakers (14), transformer laminations (15) to 
the electrostatic contact. 

Typical examples (16) to which the electrical phenomenon applies 
are radio thermionic valve pins in their sockets, earth screens in their 
holders, wave-change switches of radio receivers and locating clips and 
slides for integrated circuit boards. The potential difference across 
the contact is often as low as micro-volt and the current involved only 
a few micro-amperes. 

1.3 SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION 

This investigation involves a study of the surface oxidation, 
surface characterisation and topography measurements and the mechanism 
of heat transfer across the interfaces. It considers in detail the 
following aspects associated with the contact resistance phenomena. 

1.3.1 Surface Characterization and To o ra h 

Various engineering surfaces have been characterised and a study 
of the surface topography and the oxidation phenomenon has been carried 
out. 

1.3.2 The Area of Actual Contact 

The effect of oxides on surface topography and the areas of 
actual contact have been investigated'. The dependence of the shapes, 
sizes and distributions of micro-contacts upon interfacial loads have 
been examined using the Quantimet Image Analyser. 
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1.3.3 ''Thermal'Contdct Resistance 

The thermal contact resistance of both the unoxidized and the 
oxidized joints were measured in high vacua. The effect of oxides on 
thermal contact resistance under varied loading pressures, surface rough- 
nesses and film thicknesses have been determined. 

An attempt has been made to predict the thermal contact resis- 
tance directly from an intermediate experimental stage, i. e. from the 
area of actual contact. An empirical expression endct3ed by the experi- 
mental results of the thermal contact resistance has been developed and 
related to the surface oxide film build-up. This required an accurate 
measurement of the oxide film thickness which was measured using a high 
resolution Stereoscan Electron Microscope. 

The experimental data obtained have been compared with the 
existing theories (5,6). The existing theory has been modified and 
a theory developed to predict the thermal contact resistance of the 
oxidized joints. 

1.3.4 Electrical'Resistance 

The investigation has been extended to obtain experimental values 
for the electrical resistance of the contact. 
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CHAPTER' TWO 

'SURVEY' 'OF-THE' EXISTING' 'KNOWLEDGE 

2.1 'GENERAL 
............. 

The survey of the existing knowledge has been divided into four 
sections, i. e. phenomena of oxidation, surface characterization and 
topography, area of actual contact, thermal contact resistance and its 
analogy with the electrical contact resistance. The first section 
attempts to present a general survey of the phenomena of low temperature 
oxidation and since the aim of this experimental investigation is to 
study the effect of oxides on surface topography and hence on thermal 
contact resistance, therefore, emphasis is placed on the latter. There 
is very little literature available related to this topic. 

2.1.1 Phenomena of Oxidation 

Many metals when in contact with their surrounding atmosphere 
exhibit some form of corrosion. Oxidation, a common type of corrosion 
in metals, results in a thin film of oxide being formed on the outer 
surface of a metal exposed to an environment such as the atmosphere, fresh 
or sea water. - For example, mild steel or iron can grow, in 100 hours, 
a film thickness of 20 A° (17) in air or oxygan; the oxidation film 
thickness of aluminium alloys varies from 30 to 3000 A° when such metals 
are exposed to air of various humidities. When condensation occurs, the 
rate of oxidation is much greater. This thin film of oxide often causes 
electrical problems in mechanical joints and interfaces between space- 
craft structures and el trical components (12,18). The same phenomenon, 
although to a lesser extent, exists in a variety of thermal designs, 
(e. g. heat pipes). 

2.1.2 Kinetics of Oxidation 

Oxidation is rarely, if ever, carried out under equilibrium 
conditions. Nevertheless, thermodynamic data can be of some value in 

understanding the reactions occurring during oxidation, and, more partic- 
ularly, during corrosion. Thermodynamic data will predict whether a 
given oxide may or may not be formed under specific temperature and 
pressure conditions. Although, for example, FeO is thermodynamically 
unstable below 570°C (19), yet it has been found to form at temperatures 
well below 570°C (20,21), and may be retained at room temperature in 

oxide layers formed at high temperatures. The iron-oxygen phase diagram 
is shown in Fig. 2.1 (19). Thermodyanmic data is unable to predict 
whether an oxide will be formed in any given time and, in the practical 
situation, the kinetics of the oxidation process are of greater interest. 
The rate of oxidation, under given conditions, may be dependent on the 
rate of reaction at one of the phase boundaries, but is usually controlled 
by the rate of movement of reactants through the oxide film. Under such 
conditions the increase in weight of an oxidizing specimen may be said to 
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vary with. time according to one, or a combination of several, well defined 
relationships. After the initial, thin film stage, iron and mild steels 
oxidize in a manner approximating to a parabolic relationship at temper- 
atures above 200°-300°C, and the change in weight, Am, varies with time t 
as :- 

(Am) 2°kt 
"000 (2ý1) 

where k is the rate constant, which varies with temperature in a manner 
governed by an Arrhenius cype of equation :-A 

D- Dl e 
Ql/ R1T 

.... (2.2) 

D oxidation rate constant, m2 hr 1 

Dl II proportionality constant, m2 hr-1 (2.3) 

Q1 = activation energy, J kg 1 

Rl gas constant, J kg-1 K1 

For pure iron, oxidized in air in the temperature rant. 497°C-903°C, the 
following expression has been determined (22) empirically :- 

D=0.37e 33000/R1T 
.... (2.4) 

The mechanism by which the metal and/or oxygen are transported 
through the scale has been the subject of much conjecture. The usually 
accepted model, resulting from the work of Wagner (23,240 25) assumes 
that the scale is either a semiconductor or an ionic conductor. Diffus- 
ion across the scale requires a concentration gradient which means that 
the composition of the oxide must vary from the stoichiometric composition. 
In the case of FeO, the lattice is metal deficient and termed a p-type 
semiconductor, in which the cations (positively charged ions which move 
towards cathode) are the only mobile species. Fe304 is also metal 
deficient but has a smaller range of composition than FeO, although in 
Fe304 the anion is said to diffuse as well as the cation (19). Fe203 
is an n-type semiconductor deficient in oxygen and the anion is the only 
mobile species (19). On iron all three oxides are formed at temperatures 
above 570°C (26), when heated in air at normal pressures. 

Holmes (27) presents self diffusion coefficients, which are the 
coefficients for the relevant anion and cation species diffusing in any 
given oxide, as a function of l/T. This data should enable the rate of 
oxide growth to be calculated for given conditions, but for this approach 
to be applied to a practical oxidation process several factors have to be 

considered. For example, it is necessary to know the type and composition 
of the oxide produced, and which oxide layer is rate controlling in multi- 
layer oxides. Also the self diffusion coefficients must be determined 
under conditions appropriate to the state existing during oxidation, 
i. e. at the same oxygen parti-al pressure for cationic diffusion, and 
oxides in equilibrium with the metal for anionic diffusion. 

For example, examination of this data suggests that the rate of 
oxidation of Fe to Fe203 (by anion or cation diffusion) might be expected 
to be-slower than the rate of oxidation of Cr to Cr203 (by anion or cation 
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diffusion), but this is known to be untrue. The, explanation for this is 
said to be. due to the possibility of Fe203 showing much larger departures 
from stoichiometry (27). Davies et al (19) report that the relative 
proportions of the three oxides vary with temperature, whilst Paidassi 
(26), reports virtually constant proportions of 95% FeO, 4% Fe304 and 1% 
Fe203, over the temperature range 700°C-1250°C. Paidassi however notes 
that these constant results are only applicable to scales that remain 
strongly adherent to the metal, since the presence of a discontinuity at 
the interface modifies the constitution of the scale. 

Thus, there are inherent difficulties in approaching the 
subject of oxidation by studying kinetics alone. Bernard (28) has listed 
some of the reasons why the growth rate of an oxide growing under normal 
conditions cannot be specified with any great accuracy, and hence is 
likely to be non-reproducible. These are :- 

(a) the process of transfer across an interface which has a 
rate approximately independent of time, is coexisting with 
the diffusion process which has a rate decreasing with 
time, and thi: i combination can lead to discontinuities 
in growth rate. 

(b) changes in oxide/metal adherence which may produce changes 
in the rate of transfer of reactants across the interface 
and therefore affect rate of oxidation. 

(c) variations in the chemical composition of tI, e oxide film 
which modify the diffusion conditions. 

(d) recrystallisation of the oxide. 

Lawless (29) discussed other factors which can provide problems 
in kinetic studies. He suggested that purity of both the metal and the 
atmosphere are extremely important since, for example, very small concen- 
trations of a contaminant, such as H2S, in the oxidising atmosphere can 
have a profound effect on the rate of oxidation. 

If, however, all the conditions that may be standardised are 
controlled there is still a basic variability in kinetic results obtained 
under apparently identical conditions. This may be largely due to the 
seemingly random nature of oxide cracking and changes in adherence, which 
greatly influence the rate of oxide growth. The study of oxidation 
therefore requires information concerning the mechanical properties of 
oxides, their adherence to the metal, and the effects of stresses and 
contaminants on these factors. ` 

2.1.3 ' Com osition'and'NücleatiOn'of'Co er'Oxide 

Oxide films formed on copper in air or oxygen at temperatures 
above about 200°C consist of two layers, an outer layer of cupric oxide, 
(CuO), and an inner layer of cuprous oxide, (Cu20). 

The formation of copper oxide is similar to many gas/metal 
reactions, that is it proceeds according to the mechanism of nucleation 
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and growth. Gronlurd (30) distinguished with the optical microscope 
three successive stages for the nucleation and growth of copper oxide at 
500°C and at a pressure less than 1 um. Hg : 

1) An incubation period during which no nuclei were observed. 

2) A period of growth of Cu20 nuclei that started abruptly 
and ended when the nuclei fused together. 

3) A period of uniform growth and the appearance of CuO. 

The theory which governs the growth of such a composition oxide 
film has been developed by Jost (31), Wagner (32), and Valensi (33). 
The. relative thicknesses of the two layers and a function of the ratio 
of the rate constants governing the two partial reactions. Since the 
activation energies for these. reactions are usually different, the thick- 
ness ratio will vary with temperature, but it shou, 'd be independent of 
time and film thickness provided that the rate law holds for both partial 
reactions. 

The empirical situation is illustrated by Fig. 2.2 where the 
CuO : Cu20 ratios reported by several authors have been collected. 
Included is Valensi's theoretical curve which he confirmed with experi- 
mental data for the temperature range 800-900°C. CuO decomposes at 
1030°C, below this temperature the CuO content of the scales increases 
with increasing temperature and reaches a maximum value at intermediate 
temperatures, a trend, observed by all authors. 

Below 400°C, published information is conflicting. Valensi's 
theoretical curve demanded 100% CuO in the film formed at the low 
temperatures whereas electron diffraction and coulometric work (34,35) 
show conclusively that bilow approximately 250°C Cu20 is the only oxide 
formed and even when CuO does eventually appear it does not become 
predominant. Valensi claimed that the reason for this difference was 
that dissolved gases were present in the metal used. However, a more 
recent investigation (36), where the copper had been melted and heat 
treated in vacua, confirmed the electron diffraction and coulometric 
work. 

2.1.4 E itaxial Stresses 

Since the lattice of the metal and the oxide are normally 
appreciably different and the oxide nucleates and grows on the metal 
surface, stresses will be produced due to the epitaxy (37). 

Any epitaxial stress produced will be a maximum at the interface 
and reducing to zero at the free surface. It is probably more correct 
to consider the cation sublattice in the oxide, rather than the bulk 
lattice constants, but the stresses produced in the sublattice are 
extremely difficult to predict. Also, these epitaxial stresses will only 
be effective over a short distance and will only be of real importance 
for thin film growth at low temperatures or pressures. 
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2.1.5 ''Recr stallit, fttion'Stresses 

It has been suggested (38) that any recrystallisation occurring 
in the oxide could lead to the production of stresses in that area, but 
it seems equally likely that such recrystallisation could act. as a stress 
relief mechanism (39). 

2.1.6 'Compositional Ch. tnges 

If there are compositional changes in either the metal or the 
oxide in the region of the interface during oxidation, then stresses may 
be produced. This could well be important in the oxidation of'Fe where 
the-three oxides are usually present and are able to exist over a wide 
stoichiometry range. For example, Howes and Richardson (40) suggest 
that the tensile stresses produced during the early stages of oxidation 
of Fe-Cr alloys are due to changes in the amount of iron present in the 
scale during growth. 

Phase changes in the substrate may also impose stresses on the 
growing oxide film, due to the accompanying volume changes. 

2.1.7 Vacanc Generation 

Metals, such as iron, that oxidise by outward diffusion of 
cations produce vacancies at the metal/oxide interface. Some of these 
vacancies will undoubtedly precipitate at interface sinks, and will have 
a profound effect on adhLbrence. 

Differences in oxide thickness may exist between adjacent grains 
as a result of different orientations, since it is well known that the 
rate of oxidation varies on different crystallographic planes, (41,42). 

2.18. -Thermally Induced Stresses 

In the practical sitaution the stresses produced by temperature 
fluctuations are likely to be of more significance than the growth induced 

stresses because they may be much greater, and because engineering compo- 
nents do not normally operate isothermally. Some stresses will be 

produced because of the thermal gradient existing across the section during 
heating or cooling, but differences in expansion coefficients of oxide and 
metal will be of greater importance. 

There is much conjecture concerning the mechanisms operating when 
oxides plastically deform, and it seems likely that more than one mechanism 
may act at any time. The relative contribution of each mechanism depending 
principally on temperature and on the particular oxide system. 
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2.2 'SURFACE-CHARACTERISATION 

Many surfaces generated by machining processes contain both random 
and periodic variations of surface heights. Separation of these cor 
ponents is possible by analysing the two-dimensional surface profile 
autocorrelation functions defined by 

+x/2 
F (A) a Lim"X ! Y(Y)Y(x + ? )äx .... (2.5) 

x-º- -x/2 

where y(x) is the profile height ordinate at a horizontal station x and 
y(x + A) the height of an adjacent position x+A. 

Examples of two basic autocorrelation functions are shown in 
Fig. 2.3. The random profile autocorrelation function Fig. 2.3a falls 
to and remains at zero. At this stage the surface ordinates considered 
in the construction of the curve are statistically independent. This 
function may be expressed as 

F(a) e -X/ac 
.... (2.6) 

v 

where ac is the correlation distance (43). The autocorrelation function 
of the second proifle Fig. 2.3b exhibits a periodic variation similar to 
that of the parent profile. The initial decay is characteristic of the 
surface random component and the mean distance between points where the 
function becomes zero is an indication of the half wave-length of the 
surface waviness. Although the periodic function in many surface pro- 
files may not be as easily defined as in this example, the basic approach 
is similar. Many engineering surfaces can be categorised in terms of 
their autocorrelation fu'ictions but at present such a description is at 
best only approximate (43). Nevertheless, the ability to separate the 
random and periodic components of a profile is an important property of 
the autocorrelation function. 

Another function known as the power spectral density is the Fourier 
Transform of the autocorrelation function. It defines the relative 
amplitude density of the discrete wavelengths which are contained in the 

. profile variations, i. e. it shows the dominant frequencies in the profile 
(44). Large wavelength periodic components appear as a spike in the power 
spectral density curve. Generally, for a random signal a wide. spectral 
density distribution gives an autocorrelation function with the high rate 
of decay and vice-versa (44). The power spectral density, P(w), and the 
autocorrelation function are related by (45,46). 

1 _H» 
F (J1) 2n P(w) exp (iwa) d' .... 

(2.7) 

For the exponential correlation function (45,46) the power spectral 
density is white noise limited only in the upper frequencies by 6 dB per 
octave (Fig. 2.4). The discrete power spectrum for a sine wave, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2.5a, is defined by : 
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P. (w) °0 
2a C- fo) 0 ... 

(2.8) 

where S(f - f9) denotes a delta function at f- f9. In words, the power 
spectral density function of a sine wave is infinitely large at the 
frequency of the sine wave and zero at all other frequencies. However, 
the integral of power spectrum over any frequency range that includes 
the sinusoidal frequency has a finite value equal to the mean square 
value (a2) of the sine nave. a 

The relatively smooth and broad power spectral density illustrated 
in Fig. 2.5b gives rise to the descriptive term 'wide-band' for this type 
of random data. For the hypothetical case of white noise, this power 
spectral density is uniform over all frequencies by definition. The 
power spectral density of the sine wave plus random data is simply the 
sum of the power spectral density for the sine wave and random data 
separately, as illustrated in Fig. 2.6a. On the other hand, the power 
spectral density of the narrow-band noise in Fig. 2.6b is sharply peaked 
as for a sine wave (hence the term 'narrow-band'), but still smoothly 
continuous as for random data. 

In surface specification, the autocorrelation function is generally 
preferred to the power spectral density because periodic variation in 
the profile appear as a similar periodic variation in the curve of 
autocorrelation function versus ordinate separation. 

2.2.1 Surface Hardness 

It is assumed that the contacting regions deform in an ideal 

plastic manner (47 - 51), the true contact between a rough surface and a 
softer flat surface (45) can be regarded as due to a number of small 
indentations (51,52). Hence the true contact pressure equals the micro- 
indentation hardness (47-51,52). 

A 
A= P/M .... (2.9) 

n 

The use of the Meyer hardness of the softer material has been recommended 
for this particular case (53). However for the contact between a rough 
surface and a harder flat surface, where the asperities themselves tend 
to deform rather than penetrate, it has been suggested (54) that the 
Mallock hardness of the softer material (which equals approximately one 
half the indentation hardness) should be used in eqn. 2.9. A better 
relationship (47,55-60) takes the form 

A 
r (P/M*) 0 ... 

(2.10) 

where the effective contact hardness, M* varies with load due to work hard- 
ening and asperity interaction. The uncertainty of the relationship between 
effective contact hardness and loading is a factor towards inaccurate 
prediction of the area of actual contact. 
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2.2.2 Surface 'Roühness 

This is a measure of the spread of the surface heights above a 
an plane. The r. m. s. roughness, a, is the standard. deviation of this 

distribution and, for a normal distribution of heights, may be determined 
using gaussian distribution paper (47,52,61-67). When the distribution 
is.. skewed it has been suggested (47) that the value of a should be taken 
from the upper portion of the profile where the contact would occur. 
Also the r. m. s. value of roughness should be. used when specifying the- 
contact between two dissiuilar surfaces, i. e. 

US (Q2 + ß2) 
0 ... 

(2.11) 

2.2.3 Mean, Peak 'Radius ' of Curvature 

This parameter may be usefully employed in conjunction with the 
elastic modulus, E*, of the contact and the contact h1_dness, M, to 
predict whether the deformation under load is elastic or plastic. The 
plasticity index, A, is defined (48-50) as 

E* as 
AaM (p ) 

s 
.... (2.12) 

when the effective values of the elastic modulus E* and mean peak radius 
of curvature, ps, of the contacting surfaces are given respectively by 

2 
* 

+ . .. ý ...: (2.13) E 
1 

E 
2 

and 

1= 
. `. 

+L.... 
(2.14) 

PS P1 P2 

Greenwood (48-50) prcposed that, when A<0.7, deformation under all loads 

would be elastic, whereas for values of 
.X>1.0, 

all deformations would 
be plastic. 

2.2.4 Mean Ab solute'Surface S16pe 

If the contact can be considered to be a number of increasing cones 
of base angle, e, the mean size, and number of contact regions formed under 
a given load can be estimated from a knowledge of the mean profile slope, 
TS, and the roughness, as. The usual technique is to sample surface heights 
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at regular intervals using a profilomater linked to a data-logging system 
(2,47,521. The recorded information may be analysed numerically to 
obtain, a, p, and ITI. The r. m. s. value of the mean absolute slopes of 
two dissimilar surfaces is taken as the effective value for the contact, 
i. e. 

12.1 -F.. 22 Y's a22ý... (2.15) 
Q1 + v2 

2.2.5 ' Surface 'Waviness 

For a number of engineering surfaces the carrier profile upon 
which the roughness is superimposed (Fig. 2.7) contains regular periodic 
waveforms. The samping interval which should be selected to produce 
data relating to waviness should be large enough to tale into account the 
microscopic deviations. Waviness may be quantified üy the correlation 
wavelength and mean amplitude. 

2.2.6 'S lin Interval 

Whitehouse and Archard (69) showed that both I') and p vary 
systematically with samping interval (see Fig. 2.8). 

The values of the surface parameters measured using digitised 
profilometric traverses depend upon the interval between sampled ordin- 
ates. Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show how the measured vc. lues (3) of mean 
slope and peak radius of curvature vary with sampling interval for a 
nominally non-wavy surface. It remains unexplained from the literature 
which values of the sampling interval or correlation should be chosen 
in order that valid estimates of the surface parameters, `Y and p are 
produced for the prediction of the distribution of sizes of micro-contact 
bridges. Data analysed at a sampling interval corresponding to a 
correlation of about 0.1 provide information regarding the mean structure 
of the surfaces. This sampling interval relates to the mean distance 
between asperities. In order to obtain data relating to a mean idealised 

asperity a shorter sampling interval corresponding to a correlation 
exceeding 0.1 is needed. 

2.3 SURFACE DEFORMATION 

As early as 1881, the deformation of two smooth hemispheres in 

contact was investigated theoretically by Hertz (70). However, when the 
local stress exceeds the elastic limit of the materials as in the case of 
contact between the micro-irregularities of surfaces, Hertzian elastic 
theory can no longer apply. In view of this, 'Bowden and Tabor (71) 
suggested that for contact between rough surfaces, the local-contact 
pressure reaches so high a value that a local plastic flow of the contact 
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Fig. 2.7 Surface profiles indicating the carrier profile 
as periodic content and the superimposed random 
content as real surface rouginness. 
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Fig. 2.9 Variation of mean surface slope with correlation 
for a roughened stainless steel surface(3). 
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frequently occurs. The study of friction (72), has shown that in most 
cases the normal applied load on a surface is proportional to the real 
area of contact. The proportionality varies according to the relative 
amount of plastic deformation. For fully plastic deformation it can 
be expressed mathematically (73), as defined by equation (2.9). This 
equation has further been utilized by Holm (12), Fenech and Rohsenow (74), 

-Mikic-et al (75), and D'-yachenko (76) to successfully predict the total 
area of contact. 

The question as to when a transition takes place from elastic 
to plastic flow and to what degree a surface has deformed plastically 
still remains open. However, as a guide, an answer could be obtained by 
calculating Greenwood and Williamson's "plasticity-index" (48), which 
relates the topographic and material characteristics of a surface. This 
has previously been defined in equation (2.12). They suggested that 
whenever the plasticity-index exceeds unity the asperities will deform 
plastically regardless of the magnitude of the load applied. 

2.3.1 Asperity Interaction 

According to the classical view the behaviour of surfaces in 

plastic contact should not change significantly as the load is increased 
the true contact area should remain proportional to the load. However, 
the unexpectedly high rasistance to crushing shown by surface asperities 
under high loads (78) is incompatible with this simple relation. Never- 
the less, the classical approach, which neglects the interaction of 
asperities, has been moderately successful in explaining friction, adhesion 
and certain electrical contact phenomena (72). Williamson (78) showed 
that the non-linear increase in the degree of contact with load is a 
property of any surface with closely spaced apserities, whereas the clas- 
sical appraoch consider3 the non-linearity of the relation to be an 
anomaly which can be accounted for only by invoking a special mechanism 
such as work hardening. His experimental study for the persistance 
of asperities at very high loads led him to the hypothesis that a proper 
treatment of plastic contact must allow for the interaction of asperities, 
i. e. the phenomenon would result from the collective behaviour of the 

--whole asperity population. 

. 
Moore (79) demonstrated the persistence of the surface asperities 

and found it impossible to make the asperities disappear, however hard 
he pressed. Many workers (80) have advanced possible reasons for this - 
but none of them provides an adequate explanation of the phenomenon. 

2.4 AREA OF ACTUAL CONTACT 

The contact of surfaces was first researched closely in the fields 
of electrical engineering and tribology. The two main approaches towards 
this specification have been termed the asperity model (51) and the 
profilometric approach (50). The area of actual contact and number of 
contact spots per unit area may be obtained by integrating geometric 
parameters, obtained from tra.. verses across two profiles placed side by 
side (81,82). Using an analogue computer, the 'datum plane spacing' 
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may be varied, effectively 'moving' the surfaces closer together or further 
apart. In this way, a variation of the area ratio'is obtained which is 
assumed to be a known function of the contact pressure. Greenwood and 
Williamson described an alternative method (48) in which a numerical record 
of the surface profile was obtained by connecting a digital voltmeter 
across the pen recorder of the profilometer. The readings were punched 
on paper tape which could be fed into a digital computer. Thus any 
desired parameter could be evaluated. 

Bowden and Tabor (72) proposed for fully plastic deformations that 

the real area of contact ArM equals Mo where M is the indentation hardness. 

Hill (83) showed by a theoretical analysis using slip-line theory that 
compressing an infinite wedge was identical with the indentation process, 
and gave the same value for M. 

The characterisation of a contact, from the point of view of the 
contact resistances and interfacial wear, specifies Ate, "EA and T 

m 
(50). The topic is reviewed by Bowden and Tabor (71,72) and extensively 
by others (52,58,85,86). The mean number of contact spots per unit 
area nA is assumed to be a function of the mean number of contact zones 
per unit length, nL, of the surface-trace. It was originally supposed 
that nA could be evaluated from the product of two values of EL taken 
from traces in orthogonal directions (76,80,86,87). Greenwood (50) 

maintained that, for a random surface, BE a nL, whilst Tsukizoe and 
Hisakado (45,46) showed that 'RA > nL. 'Thomas (54) derived a relation- 
ship of the form 

nA NL/2 .... (2.16) 

The most rigorous statistical analysis of surface parameters 
originally proposed by Tsukizoe and Hisakado have been investigated and 
modified to take into account the effect of oxides. The results are 
plotted and discussed in Chapter 7. 

One of the requirements to predict the thermal contact resistance 
of oxidized joints is an accurate measurement of the actual contact area 
which in this case emerges from oxide-oxide, oxide-metal and metal-to- 
metal contacts. The area of actual contact was measured using a Quantimet 

Image Analyser. 

For the oxidized joints (having thin films) an overall increase in 

the total real area of contact has always been observed experimentally. 

2,5 PHYSICAL ASPECT OF CONTACT 

The physical aspect of contact between solid-solid or solid- 
contaminant-solid is fundamental to the phenomenon of friction, lubrication 

and wear. Mechanical contact is a complex of points through which,, 
pressure is distributed and any investigation of the contact between 
solids, as it affects the flow of heat or electricity between them,. must 
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start from a consideration of the mechanical deformation of the contact 
on a microscopic scale. ' In spite of the vast number of theoretical 
(4,49.93) and experimental reports available (52) the mechanism of 
heat transference across contacts is still not completely understood. 

The thermal contact resistance R. is defined as 

R= AT An/Q .... (2.17) 

where Q is the heat flow rate normal to the contacting surfaces and AT 
is the temperature drop across the interface. Heat may be transferred 
across this interface by means of radiation, convection, and conduction 
through the interstitial fluid as well as contact spots. 

The behaviour of the area of actual contact and hence of the solid 
conductive component of the thermal resistance of a joint formed between 
two solid surfaces which are pressed together requires : 

(a) an adequate specification of the contacting surfaces; 

(b) an analytical prediction, endorsed by experimental 
observations, for the number and distribution of the 
sizes of the micro-contact bridges and macro-contact 
regions formed when the two fully-defined surfaces 
are pressed together; and 

(c) a prediction of the overall constriction resistance 
(to conducted heat) arising from the distribution of 
micro-contacting bridges established. 

Although considerable advances have been achieved with respect to 
these requirements (43-55), the need still exists for a detailed 
description of surfaces and contact parameters which can be evaluated to 
provide the necessary information for the prediction of contact resistance. 

2.6 THERMAL CONTACT RESISTANCE' 

It has been observed throughout the investigation that oxide films 

enhance the thermal resistance of contacts. This aspect was examined in 
detail with particular attention being given to the effects of surface 
and environmental temperatures and surface preparation on the rate of 
oxide film build-up. 

Measurements of thermal contact resistance were obtained for contacts 
containing oxide films on a variety of surface finishes. This provided 
a useful relationship between thermal contact resistances'and oxide film 
thicknesses. 

Modifications to the current theories concerning the prediction of 
the thermal resistance of oxide-free contacts has been made to allow for 
the presence of oxide films at the interfaces. 
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2.6.1 Previoüs'Investi ations 

. Relatively little is known concerning the effects of oxide build- 
up on thermal contact resistance. Yip (5,6) whilst studying the effects 
of oxide films on thermal contact resistance developed a theoretical 
model based on constriction resistance considerations for nominally flat 
and oxidized surfaces, but without oxide film thickness measurements, 
could not produce quantitative results. However, measured oxide film 
thicknesses and other date corresponding to the pressed contacts, when 
substituted in the proposed theory (5) verified the prediction. 

Clausing (11), recognized the common occurrence of heavily- 
oxidised surfaces, but stated that, for freshly-machined surfaces, oxide 
film resistance was only of secondary importance. He concluded that, 
microscopic constriction resistance was not significant for many engineering 
surfaces; *for magnesium samples where the macroscopic resistance was small 
due to the adoption of particularly flat specimens, oxide film resistance 
played a dominant role. 

Skipper and Wootton (101) achieved a sixfold increase in the 
Uranium-to-Can thermal contact resistance due to oxidation of-g magnesium 

alloy can. Their study involved oxide films up to 5.2 x 10 m thick. 

Fenech and Rohsenow (74) stated that oxide films which are always 
present on metallic surfaces do not appreciably affect the thermal 
resistance of a contact, but had considerable significance on the elec- 
trical resistance. Fried (56) and Barzelay et al (102) both observed 
decreases in thermal contact resistance with increasing surface roughness. 
Wadhwa (103) showed analytically that adsorbed gases and surface oxides 
acted as low-pass filters because of weak adsorption bonds and this caused 
phonons within the body of the contacting metals, with frequencies greater 
than the cut-off frequen.: y of the adsorbate, to be reelected and conse- 
quently reduced the effective thermal conductance of the interface. 

Recently a few researchers (88,142) examined steady state thermal 
constriction resistance of the doubly-connected planar areas bounded by 
coaxial circles, squares and equilateral triangles under uniform Neumann 
flux conditions (143). They developed an analytical solution for the 
circular annular contact area and hence a surface element method to obtain 
numerical values and correlations of the dimensionless constriction 
resistance for the square and triangle. The subject has been advanced 
but the applicability of these correlations has been demonstrated to be 
limited. 

2.6.2 Analogy with Electrical Contact Resistance 

Since the history of electric contact study is relatively longer, 
its many fundamental concepts have been better established. The analogy 
between electric and heat conduction and the existing electric contact 
theories have been accelerating the progress of the thermal contact study, 
particularly in the area of constriction resistance. However, most 
surface films existing at the interface will serve as a good-electric 
insulator having an electrical resistivity many orders greater than that 
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of the contact members. On the contrary, if the thermal conductivities 
of the surface films and the contact members should be assumed to be 
comparable, then consequently the effect of surface films on the thermal 
contact resistance is less pronounced. In actual practice the surface 
films are the oxides of the base metal and the measurements of the thermal 
conductivity have shown that the oxides have lower thermal conductivities 
than that of their underlying materials. 

However, in the absence of surface films at the interface steady- 
state current and heat conduction can be analogus under identical boundary 
conditions. Therefore, it should be possible to relate the electrical 
resistance with the thermal resistance through the Wiedemann Franz law 
(16). 

Early developments in electrical constriction resistance were by 
Kottler(105) and Holm (12) who postulated that electric conduction takes 
place through circular contact spots. Later, mutual action of the 
neighbouring contacts was brought into consideration by Greenwood (50). 
Such findings seem to e, --lain the discrepancy of macroscopic resistance 
hypothesised by Holm (12) earlier. These solutions, however, neglect the 
fact that the interface of the surface in contact does not usually have 
an infinite extent and are therefore applicable in general. Roess (106) 
further modified Holm's solution to include this specimen boundary effect 
by assuming that the heat distribution within the radius of contact is 

proportional to a where a, is the radius of contact. -i o1lowing this 
modification Chao (75) o uccessfully applied Roess's solution to demonstrate 
dominant effect of the macrocontact upon the overall thermal contact 
resistance. Later on, Mikic and Rohsenow (104) showed that, in case the 

. 
dimension of the roughness is comparable to that of the waviness deviation, 
it is inadequate to neglect the micro-constriction resistance resulting 
from discrete microcontacts. Applying the boundary effect on Holm's 
solution, Mikic et al were able to demonstrate the effects of both surface 
roughness and mono-waviness. 

Because of the limited application of the above methods, a more 
general one was proposed by Yip and Venart (107) to account for the 
simultaneous effects of the distribution of micro and macrocontacts as well 
as their mutual interaction, but the applicability of the method is limited 

to known contact configurations. 

After an extensive survey' of the literature concerning surface 
topography, deformation and contact resistances it has appeared to the 

author that none of the existing theories for contact resistance could 
provide a compact and complete solution to the problem and hence further 

work on the development and modification of theories. 
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' CHAPTER ' THREE 

"TEST "RIG "DESCRIPTION "AND "EXPERIMENTAL ' DETAILS 

3.1 ' DESIGN'CRITERION'FOR'THE'RELOCATING'ATTACHMENT 

During the course of this work, various aspects of the thermal resist- 
ance of pressed contacts were investigated. In each case surface topo- 
graphy measurements of the specimen assemblies were taken before and after 
oxidation; a preliminary requirement for the study of oxidized surfaces 
was to devise a system to achieve the same stylus track of the surface as 
before oxidation. This system was required to be detachable so as to 
take without disturbing the oxide-free specimens elsewhere for oxidation, 
after. their initial surface topography measurements had been taken. 
The proposed experimental measurements confirmed modification to the 
equipment associated with the profilometer. 

A modification of the relocating device (108), fig. 3.1 and fig. 3.2 
was carried out which consists of a holding plate to accommodate the 
specimen fig 3.3, fits into relocating attachment and the whole assembly 
rests on the Talysurf-4 table making a three point contact. Necessary 
allowances for the lateral expansion of the specimens when heated are 
shown in the detailed drawings provided. An increase in the RNS rough- 
ness of the oxidized surface was observed as given in Table 4.1. 

The . experimental programme was carefully controlled to provide 

(i) accurate data to aid the understanding of the heat 
transfer mechanism, involving ; 

(ii) data to check existing and new analytical methods; 

(iii) data for empirical predictions. 

3.2 THE TEST RIG ASSEMBLY 

This was a modified version of the rig developed and used by 
Jones (109) and consists of the following : 

3.2.1 The Ex erimental Chamber 

The specimen assembly and heater/cooler systems were mounted on 
a stainless steel base plate (on top of the existing lower cooler via a 
stainless steel adapter) which was in turn supported by a rigid steel 
framework (fig. 3.4 and plate 3.1). A stainless steel vacuum chamber, 
with a highly polished internal surface, was placed over the test 
assembly and sealed by an '0' ring against the upper surface of the base 
plate (plate 3.1). The services and the loading shaft were introduced 
into the experimental chamber through the base plate. 
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Plate 3.1 The contact module. 
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The loading shaft (fig. 3.4) passed upwards through a P. T. F. E. 
bearing in the'centre of the base plate. Its hemispherical end'wäs' 
located in a hardened steel conical seating pressed into the bottom of 
the lower heater/cooler assembly. The thrust was transmitted to the 
top plate via a similar arrangement, using a ball bearing, thus ensuring 
kinematic loading. Applied force was transmitted to the shaft by means 
of a lever and hanging weights. Rigidly incorporated in the loading 
shaft was a Kistler, quartz crystal, load transducer. An overload cut- 
out was provided to avoid damage to the bellows. A diffusion pump, 
fitted with a baffle to avoid back-streaming, was bolted to the underside 
of the base plate. This extracted the air through a 80 mm diameter hole 
set to one side of the loading shaft. 

The test module consisted of a set of similar heater/cooler 
systems, one each side of the specimen pair. These were manufactured 
from commercially pure copper, to reduce total resistance, and consisted 
of a baffled cooling chamber, recessed one end to accommodate a double 
spiral of ceramic, insulated stainless steel sheathed, nichrome resistance 
element. The heating element was covered by a stainless steel plate 
which was also recessed to accommodate the specimen. Heater supply 
leads passed through three glass to metal seals in the base plate. Copper 
cooling water pipes for the top cooler were brazed into the base plate, 
and two Edwards 'Tombac' bellows connected in the line to give maximum 
flexibility. Pipes from the lower cooler passed, with considerable 
clearance, through flanges brazed into the base plate. Vacuum integrity 

was preserved by the Edwards 'Tombac' bellows clamped between this flange 

and a similar one brazed to the lower part of the pipe. 

The specimens were fine-turned to 25 cm diameter and cut 30 mm 
long. In each of the two specimens for each test, four 1.0 mm diameter 
holes were drilled along the axis to accommodate the thermocouples as 
shown in fig. 3.3. The first hole was 2.5 mm from the face under 
investigation and the rest were 5.5 mm apart. The external surfaces of 
the heaters, coolers and specimens were polished to reduce their 

emissivities. 

3.2.2 Application of Heat Flux 

The heaters were supplied from a 0-75 V 6A Phillips Pe 1520 power 

supply. Similar heater/cooler assemblies were placed at each end of the 

specimen assembly, and were capable of working at steady constant temper- 

atures. 

3.2.3 Measurement of Temperature 

Temperature measurements were obtained from thermojunctions in 

the specimens. To minimise heat conduction along the leads very fine 
(0.12 mm dia. ) copper-constantan thermoelement wires were used. As long 

as practicable the leads were used between the thermoprobes and the lead- 
through mounted on the base plate of the vacuum chamber and were carefully 
positioned to avoid them touching anything inside the chamber. 
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The thermoprobes were produced under the microscope using a 
'Spembley' thermojunction spot welder so that their lengths were of the 
order of their diameters. The thermoprobes so formed were strengthened 
using 1.0 mm 0/D hypodermic stainless steel sheath, and insulated with 
epoxy resin adhesive. The thermoelements were passed through the base 
plate via the leadthrough. This consisted of a disc housing 40 lead- 
through pins, each pin containing a hole 0.76 mm in diameter. The 
thermoelement wires outside the chambers were connected to an isothermal 
plug and socket unit and were then passed tinto an oil-immersed switchbox 
(plate 3.2). All the constantan arms in the switchbox were connected 
via a common lead to the constantan side of the reference junction, which 
was immersed in melting ice. The temperature of each thermojunction was 
measured in turn by a digital voltmeter, which had an accuracy of one 
micro-volt. 

3.2.4 Loading Mechanism 

The load monitnring circuit consisted of a Kistler type 902A- 
SN-52178 quartz load washer connected to a Kistler charge amplifier. 
The output from charge amplifier was fed directly into a Tektronix 5103 N 
oscilloscope which displayed the input as a continuous line on a calibrated 
grid screen. 

A certain amount of drift of the load line or the oscilloscope 
was experienced which may have introduced marginal errors into the 
experimental procedure. However, gripping the two test specimens initially 

together at virtually zero loading could be a source of minor error. 

The load cell was calibrated by the manufacturers and had an 
error of less than 1%. The overall error was in fact a little higher than 
this also due to the differential pressure across the bellows, under high 

vacuum and a small amount of stiffness in the bearings and cooling pipes. 
Results for the applied load were-corroborated by calculations using the 
mechanical advantage of the loading system. It was ensured that the charge 
amplifier had been grounded and the oscilloscope reset to the zero datum 
before contact occurred. The load transmission system was capable of 
complete recovery upon removal of load. 

3.3 THE QUANTIMET 720 IMAGE ANALYSER 

The deformation of the optically flat soft surface in contact with 

a flat rough hard surface was analysed using a Quantimet 720 Image Analyser 
(plate 3.3). Thetechnique involved the formation of the image of the 

surface deformation under a microscope. The image was then passed onto a 
720 line vidicon scanner whose output was automatically passed through a 
detector. The detector selected features for measurements in terms of 
their common grey level relative to a white level setting. The Quantimet 

was operated in several modes of detection. 
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PLate 3.2 External view of the thermal rig in operation, shcwin vacuum 

chamber loading arrangement and instrumentation layout. 
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3.4 -PROFILOMETRIC MEASURING EQUIPMENT. 

A Talysurf 4 profilometer was used to obtain profile traces 
before and after oxidation for the selected specimen surfaces. Each 
specimen was held stationary and the stylus of the instrument was traversed 
across the surface at a constant speed. The stylus behaved essentially 
as a transducer converting the variation in height to a variable voltage. 
The output fed two recording media. The first was a simple pen-recorder, 
which fed a Data Logger _ttachment. Plate 3.4 shows the Talysurf and the 
Data Logger. It was found for a digitising rate of 18 characters per 
second, 3200 ordinates per test run could be expected, having a sample 
separation of 2.822 um. Specification of surface analysis equipment is 

given in reference (108). To ensure that false readings were not punched 
on the paper tape, the Data Logger had to be switched on/off after/ 
before the Talysurf trace began/finished. 

3.4.1 Surface Analysis 

Analysis of the ordinate height information was obtained by using 
a standard topography program STP 6 (110). Program details appear in 

Appendix II. Input to the program was via an off-line paper tape together 

with the parameter cards. 

The ordinates were read fr1m the paper tape and converted to 

micrometers using the vertical magnification factor. The spacing of these 

ordinates was prescribed by the sampling interval. With this information, 

the program computed a mean line and then referred all the ordinates to 

this mean line. The program then proceeded to compute the various 

statistical parameters based on Greenwood and Williamson (48) model (i. e. 

three-point analysis of a profile presented in digitEl form with small 

sampling interval), and Whitehouse and Archard (69) model (i. e. digital 

analysis of the same profile using different sampling interval). 

3.5 THERMOCOUPLE CALIBRATION 

Thermocouples were calibrated independently in a heat sink containing 

alternatively melting ice, boiling water, and oil at room temperature. 
Any thermocouple which gave a reading different from the standard cali-. 
bration tables by more than 5 micro volts was replaced. As a final check 

the thermocouples were fitted to the specimens positioned between the 
heater/coolers inside the chamber; with both electrical and water supplies 
to the heater/coolers switched off. 

To ensure good thermal contact between the thermoprobe and the 

specimen, the holes in the specimen were packed with high temperature silicon 
vacuum grease before insertion of the thermoprobes. The drawback with 
this method was that pockets of air trapped in the grease expanded on 
evacuating the chamber, pushing the thermoprobes out of position. When- 

ever thermoprobes were disturbed it was necessary to pump down the chamber 
with the rotary pump for about fifteen minutes, switch off the pump, vent 
the system, remove the chamber and reposition the thermopröbes. The 
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thermoprobes would then remain in position during subsequent evacuations 
of the system, 'this could be checked by observation through the windows 
in the vacuum chamber. 

3.6 'HARDNESS' MEASUREMENTS 

The specimen Vicker's indentation hardness was. measured by a 
Reichert metallographic microscope. The occular readings thus obtained 
were converted into the S. I. units using the recommended charts. 

3.7 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS 

The thermal conductivity was obtained from the Fourier's law, 

ka_ . r. 
4.. 

dt .... 
(3.1) 

there Q is the heat flow rate = 0.8362 W for an oxide-free mild steel-to- 

mild steel contact. 

A= the cross-secti^: ial area of the specimen of 0.025 m dia. 

and 
dt is the temperature gradient = 36.40 K° m 

-'s which was determined 

by measuring the slope of a fitted straight line through the temperatures 

recorded at various distances from the interface. Therefore, the 

average thermal conductivity calculated from equation t3.1) for an oxide- 

free mild steel-to-mild steel contact was 46.85 Wm 7l K71; a little lower 

than the tabulated value, 47 Wm 7l K-1. Similarly an average value for 

that of oxidized mild steel contact was 43.08 Wm 7I K71. 

3.8 TEST RIG OBSERVATIONS 

During every test the vacuum pressure, input wattage, applied 
loading and thermocouple reading were recorde. The coolant flow was 

maintained at a constant rate (l0 5±2x 10-0 m3/s) for all tests. 

Readings were taken when a vacuum of better than 10 -4 torr was 

attained. At the start of testing, the thermocouple readings were taken 

with the heater/cooler assemblies non-operational. This served as a final 

check on the thermocouples, and ensured that no temperature gradient was 
apparent in the system. When the first loading, or heat flux measurement, 
was applied to the system, twenty-four hours was allowed to elapse before 

readings were taken. Subsequent relaxation times, following increments 
in input variables, were found to be less than four hours. The system 
was allowed to cool down before any heat flux reversal to avoid the danger 
of damage due to high thermal stresses. 
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The source effectiveness may he defined as the ratio of axial heat 
flux to heater power dissipation. The corresponding values of the 
percentage efficiency are given in brackets next to the values of axial 
heat in Table 3.1. There was a tendency for the efficiency to drop off 
slightly with increased heater dissipation for both directions of heat 
flow. This is understandable, since a larger proportion of heater 
power was lost by radiation, to the inner walls of the chamber, at the 
higher temperatures associated with higher levels of heat generation. 
However, no systematic variation between the efficiencies of the upper 
and the lower heater were observed. 

3.9 MEASUREMENT OF INTERFACIAL 'THERMAL RESISTANCE 

The thermal resistance of the unit area of contact which is defined 
by : 

R=.... (3.2) 

n 

where AT represents the steady state difference between the surface 
temperatures on either side of the interface as obtained by linear 

extrapolation of the temperature distribution in both solids and Q is the 

steady state thermal current flowing across the contact of nominal area 
An; was calculated using a computer program (47), as given in Appendix 
III. 

Throughout this work a reading was regarded as significant only if 

the heat flux in the lower temperature specimen was less than 5% smaller 
than that in the higher temperature specimen. 

The source or sink efficiency which may be defined as the ratio of 

axial heat flux of the hotter specimen to the axial heat flux of the 

colder specimen was 95%. 
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Table 3.1 

SYSTEM SOURCE' EFFECTIVENESS 

Power Input 
(W) 

Lower Heater Power 
Dissipation (W) 

Upper Heater Power 
Dissipation (W) 

3.5 1.78 (50.9%) 1.85 (52.9%) 

10.5 5.20 (49.5%) 5.10 (48.6%) 

17.5 7.6 (43: 4%) 7.85 (44.9%) 
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'CHAPTER' 'FOUR 

. .... .... .... 
'EXPERIMENTAL' 'TECHNIQUE ' 'FOR' THE-MEASUREMENT 

'OF ' 'OXIDE ' 'FILM ' 'THICKNESS '. =AND' 'SURFACE ' 'TOPOGRAPHY 

4.1 SPECIMEN PREPARATION 

Cylindrical specimens of 25 mm dia. and 30 mm long were made from 
(EN 3B steel) mild steel and commercially pure copper. Randomly rough 
surfaces were obtained by gritblasting. Each specimen was lapped and pol- 
ished to flatness within a third of a wavelength of sodium light (0.19 um). 
The surfaces were then roughened by grit blasting the specimen end faces. 
Different roughnesses (see Table 4.1) were achieved using different sizes 
of blastytes. The test specimens were then marked and having measured 
their surface characteristics a set of these specimerx. ý (two for the 
purpose of measuring real area of contact, and thermal contact resistance 
and the third for film thickness measurements) were placed in a high 
temperature furnace (Plate 4.1) for oxidation at a pre-determined temp- 
erature and for set exposure times. The entire surface area of each 
specimen was oxidized, but the requirement was to oxidize specimen plane 
ends only. This need was met by electrorpolishing (Plate 4.2) the 
EN 3B mild steel specimens in a bath of acetic acid glacial 60.05 (8 parts) 
and perchloric acid 60-62% relative density = 1.54 (1 part) for 10 to 15 

seconds at an input of 200 mA and 80V. 

Various specimens with ground surface finish were also used. At 
a time four mild steel and four copper specimens were fitted into holding 
jigs and after measuring their surface characteristics a pair of each of 
the copper and mild steel were placed in an environmental chamber for 

oxidation at a pre-determined temperature, humidity and time. 

4.2 MEASUREMENT OF FILM THICKNESS 

In general, the oxide film thickness was measured as a function of 
time and oxidation temperature, but for the purpose of actual measurements 
of oxide film the oxidized specimens were characterised into two categories, 
i. e. either flat, very smooth or flat and rough (Plate 4.3). Those having 

very smooth surfaces %ad comparatively uniform oxide layers whose thickness 
could be measured by the higher resolving power of the Stereoscan Electron 
Microscope (Plate 4.4) which had a resolution limit of 2.5 x 10'8 M. 
Thicker films were measured with the Reichert Metallographic microscope 
(Plate 4.5) which had a resolution limit of 3.3 x 10'7 m. 

A sample of 2.5 x 15 mm was cut from one of the oxidized specimens 
(Plate 4.6) using a spark erosion machine, (Plate 4.7) for the purpose of 
viewing it on the Stereoscan (owing to the large dimensions of the specimens 
it was not possible to view them directly with the Stereoscan). The 
sample was mounted in such a manner (Plate 4.8) that the oxide grown could 
be seen in the form of a layer along the metal surface. The-thickness of 
this layer was measured (Plate 4.9 and 4.10). For the purpose of relative 
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Table ' 4.1 

'DETAILS' OF 'SPECIMENS 

Diameter of Specimens - 25.0 ± 0.1 mm 

Length of Specimens = 30.0 ± 0.1 mm 

Identi- 
ficati- 
on Code 

Material 
Type of 
Surface 
Finish 

RMS Roughness 
Before 
oxidation 

(pm) 

Thickness of 
Oxide x 10-4 

(um) 

RMS Roughness 
After 
Oxidation 

... 
(um) 

. 

Ml 
. 

Mild Steel Nominally 0.080 3500 0.088 
(EN 3B) flat and 

smooth 

M2 Mild Steel Nominally 0.0816 6000 0.845 
(EN 3B) flat and 

smooth 

M3 Mild Steel 'Nominally 2.129 1180 1.943 
(EN 3B) flat and 

rough 

M4 Mild Steel Ground 0.45 Oxidized at 2.289 
(EN 3B) (across the 70°C and 80% (across the 

lay) humidity for lay) 
72 hours 

MS Commer- Nominally 1.20 2000 1.625 

cially Pure flat and 
Copper smooth 
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lý e 4.7 :; park erosion machine showing cutting operation of the oxidi",, ' 

specimen for microscopical film thickness measurements. 
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Plate 4.9 Cross-section of the oxide film on an EN3B mild steel 

specimen oxidized at 325°C for 168 hours. Measurements 

taken with a Stereoscan Electron Microscope. ! 20,000. 

Film thickness, 1.30 pm. 
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Plate 4.10 Gros th c, : oxide film on an Fý; t1 ýr , :ý ýtcýel sýýecimen 
oxidized at 250`'C f, -, r 336 (hours. 'i'lle photograph 
taken by Stereoscan Electron Microscope shows the 
mode of deposition of the oxide. 
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comparison between the substrate and the oxide layer, the surface of the 
sample was mechanically polished in sequences with emery papers of decre- 
asing coarseness, (240-600 grit). To prevent overheating of the test 
sample, this operation was carried. out using water as a coolant. 

Specimens were held in such a way that each successive polishing 
operation was made at right angles to the operation until the scratches 
produced by previous papers had been removed. It was thoroughly washed 
with water each time before changing over to finer emery paper so as to 
avoid the retention of coarse grit. Finally it was polished from a 
roughness of about 6 um down to I um on a selvyt cloth impregnated with 
diamond paste and lubricated with paraffin. The oxide film thickness 
on the roughened surfaces, because of their unevenness, could not be 
measured by electron optics but had to be estimated. This was accom- 
plished by mathematically treating Arrhenius equation using the infor- 
mation obtained from the interference colour charts of Davies, Evans and 
Agard (111) as given in Table 4.2. Their values were assumed to be most 
relevant to this work. 

4.2.1 Theoretical Estimation of the Growth of the Oxide'Films 

4.2.2 Constant Time and Varied Temperature Estimation 

-Q1/R1T 
D= D1 "e.... 

(4.1) 

is the general form of the Arrhenius equation (112) where 

D= the oxidation rate constant, m2 hr 1 
;3 

Dl = proportionality constant 

- Rl = gas constant, J kg-1 K1 

Ql activation energy, J kg 

T- the absolute temperature, 0K 

x= 67 
"so0 (4.2) 

expresses the parabolic oxidation rate relationship (112) in 
terms of film thickness, 

where 

ta time, in hours 

:; = the film thickness in m. 

Rearranging and by substituting the value of D from equation (4.1), equation (4.2) can be written as 
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Table 4.2 

THICKNESS OF OXIDE FILMS' ON' IRON (111)' 

TREATMENT Oxide Thickness (10-10 m) 
Colour of Exposure 

Periode Tempeerature Oxide Layers Fe 0 04 Fe Total 2 3 3 
(hours) 

0.25 225 pale straw 77 nil 77 

2 225 golden brown 103 nil 103 

4 225 reddish brown- 132 nil 132 

8 225 red 152 nil 152 

3 250 deep red 159 nil 159 

6 250 purple 159 nil 159 

9 250 violet 210 36 246 

12 250 blue 224 68 292 

2 300 greenish blue 224 170 414 

5 300 greenish silver 303 241 544 

8 300 greenish straw 350 288 638 

11 300 straw 380 385 765 

8 325 greyish brown 521 463 984 

10 325 greyish pink 606 574 1180 
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X2 De 
-Q1/R1T 

.t.... (4.3) 
1 ... 

Now for the purpose of using information provided in the inter- 
ference colour charts so as to obtain a further estimation of film thick- 
ness, values of film thickness at varied temperatures for the same time 
were substituted into (4.1) after giving a theoretical treatment, i. e. 
holding t as constant, st equation (4. '3) can be written as :I 

-Q /R T 
x2 a K. e11.... (4.4) 

where K= Dtaa constant 

Taking logs 

"Q1 2 log x° log K-R """" 
1 

Since RQ 
1 

also =a constant 
1 

therefore, in theory log x. is a linear function of (- T) 

From the slope of a plot of as a function of log x (see Fig. 4.1) 

the value of activation energy was calculated. 

(4.5) 

The calculated value of the activation energy namely 3.27 x 106 J/Kg gave 

D1 2.55 x 10 7m hr 
1 

Equation (4.4) gives an estimate of the temperature which will 
be required to grow a film of oxide in a known time. 

4.2.3 Constant Tem, erature and Varied Time Estimation 

The parabolic relationship equation (4.2) can be written as 

x2 = Dt .... 
(4.6) 

or 

Xa It 0 ... (4.7) 
or 

xa Kl �t 
... " (4.8) 

where K1 is an arbitrary constant. 
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Substituting various values of film thickness and time from 
interference charts for the same temperature an average value of the 
constant K1 was calculated. 

In certain cases the lower temperature longer period approach 
gave better results with this estimation. 

Characteristics and the mode of deposition of oxide on various 
selected surfaces (i. e. polished, turned and ground) have been shocrn 
(see Table 4.3 and Plates 4.11 to 4.15), as could be viewed, the oxides 
grew in an uneven manner. 

4.3 SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY MEASUREMENTS 

Surface roughnesses, ordinate height distribution, autocorrelation 
functions and profile mean absolute slopes of the test specimens were 
measured with a Talysurf -4 stylus instrument before and after oxidation. 
The signals emitted by : he profilometer were fed into a Solartron data 
logger comprising of a buffer amplifier, analogue-to-digital converter and 
a high speed tape punch. The data tape was processed using a surface 
analysis program (110). 

4.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Various types of surface finish were examined. These were produced 
by polishing, sandblasting, grinding and turning (see TAble 4.1 for 
specimen surfaces Ml - M5). The surface parameters: RMS roughness, mean 
absolute surface slope, auto-correlation function and ordinate height 
distribution relating to each of the test specimens were evaluated using 
a surface analysis computer program (110) before and after oxidation. 

The presence of thin oxide films (produced at temperature below 
500°C) had an increasing effect on the RMS roughness of smooth surfaces, 
Ml, M2, however, the effect was much more noticeable for the initially 
rougher surfaces (i. e. sand blasted) where the oxides had a smoothing 
effect. Culbransean & Wysong (113) found little variation in the thicknes- 
ses of oxide films found on polished or abraded (4/0 emery paper) tungsten 
and molybdenum surfaces. The effects of initial surface finish dominate 
the topography of the oxidized surface for comparatively thin oxide films. 
Surface roughness is thus important in the formation of thin films rather 
than on scales. Benard (114) found that electrolytically polished iron 
surfaces scaled (after two hours exposure to an air atmosphere at 850°C) 
to somewhat smaller extent than surfaces abraded with various grades of 
emery paper. The differences detected were however relatively small. 

The oxide build-up on ground mild steel and copper (the oxides were 
produced in an environmental chamber at relatively low temperature and high 
humidity) led to a marked increase in the RNS roughness, (see Table-4.1). 
This may be attributed to the uneven and flaky characteristics of the 
oxide produced due to the presence of the water vapour (Plate 4.15). 
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Table 4.3 

Material, Surface Topography and Treatment 

'. of'the Selected Specimens 

(Related photographs show the mode of , 
deposition of oxide on various surfaces) 

... 
Treatment- 

Photograph 
Identifi- Material Surface 

cription Description 
Temperature of Time of 

cation Oxidation Oxidation 
oC hours 

Plate 4.11 EB 3B mild Nominally 325 10 
steel flat and 

smooth 

Plate 4.12 EN 3B mild Nominally 250 336 

steel flat and 
smooth 

Plate 4.13, Commerically Nominally Oxidized by Immersed in 

pure copper flat and immersing in water for 48 

smooth water and then hours and left 
leaving in overnight in 
open atmos- open atmosphere 
phere. 

Plate 4.14 EN 3B mild Turned 325 10 

steel 

Plate 4.15 EN 3B mild Ground Oxidized in 72 

steel the environ- 
mental chamber' 
at 700C and 
80% humidity 
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i ý` 

Plate 4.11 Ncmimil. ly flat and smooth EN3B mild : ti C1. Sýl'. C1i.. C11S 

surface oxidized at 325°C for tcti hours. 
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Plate 4.12 Nominally flat and smooth surface oxidized 
at 25000 for 336 hours. 
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Plate 4.13 Nominally flat and smooth (commercially pure) 
copper surface oxidized by imwers_ng in water 
for 48 hours and then leaving overnight in open 
atmosphere. 
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Plate 4.14 Turned surface oxidized at 325*C for ten hours. 
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Plate 4.1 55 Ground mild steel specimen oxidized at 70"C and 80% 

humidity for 72 hours. 
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The presence of water vapour may alter, not only the oxidation 
rate, but also the composition 7£ the scale. For example, the ferrous 
(iron) content of scales formed on steel has been found to vary con- 
siderably (113). An effect of water vapour on the oxidation of iron 
was also recorded by Winterbottom (115), for the low temperature range. 
Acceleration as well as retardation. of oxidation rates by moisture was 
observed, and the change of 'driving potential of the transport process' 
owing to absorbed water vapour was suggested as the main cause of the 
effect. 

4.4.1 Surface 'Ordinäte 'Hei ht Distr. ibtition 

The ordinate height distribution for each of the surface profiles 
(see Figs. 4.2 to 4.8) investigated is shown in cumulative form in 
Figs. 4.7 - 4.11. It can be seen that the distributions for the surfaces 
prepared by polishing and grit-blasting were initially random and remained 
so after oxidation. This allows contact configuration theories which 
assume Gaussian distribution of surface height to be used for predicting 
the thermal contact resistances of oxidized surfaces. 

The ordinate height distribution for the oxide-free ground 
surfaces were originally Gaussian but became skewed after oxidation (Fig. 
4.10). This was. inevitable because, as reported earlier, oxide build-up 
in the presence of water vapour caused marked increases in the RXS rough- 
nesses. Thus the uneven redistribution of surface heights seems to result 
from a preference for oxidation at the asperity tips. 

4.4.2 Surface Auto-Correlation Function 

The variations of auto-correlation with data sampling intervals 
for each of the surfaces considered before and after oxidation are shown 
in Figs. 4.12-4.16. It can be seen that the shape of the curves for 
surfaces produced by polishing and grit-blasting exhibit a decay from 
unity and remain positive, which is a characteristic of purely random 
surfaces. Such curves may be approximated by an expression of the form 
described by equation (2.6). The surface roughness of the optically flat 
and smooth and machined surfaces increased after oxidation (figs. 4.12, 
4.13,4.15 & 4.16). A smoothing effect was observed on the sand-blasted 
surfaces (Fig. 4.14). In general the presence of thin films increased 
the surface roughness. The change in surface characteristics resulting 
from oxidation; which is rarely carried out under equilibrium conditions 
(112) can be attributed to the mode of growth of oxides. 

A carrier profile having a harmonic wave frequency Z with a 
superimposed random function may be used to-describe the auto-correlation 
function for the ground surface (see Fig. 4.15). 

-ax w i. e. F(X) e cos cx """" (4.9) 
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For the present case, the correlation wavelength aW was 50 x 2.822 im 
(i. e) 0.0141 mm). The shape of the function depends on the ratio 

If } 0, the function F(X) approaches the cosine, i. e. F(A) F cos ) 1W. 

Alternatively, if the ratio increases, the correlation function tends to 
the shape described by equation (4.9). The effect of oxide build-up 
(at 70°C and 80% humidity for 72 hours) had a smoothing effect of the auto- 
correlation function (i. e. having a higher correlation than that for oxide- 
free ground surface). 

Peklenik (43) suggested a "range of auto-correlation functions of 
engineering surfaces, i. e. linear to sinusoidal to exponential functions. 
The real surfaces cannot always be described by equations (2.6 and 4.9) 
but by a combination of the elementary correlation functions expressed by 

mp 
F(A) _' Ak exp (-akX) + 

K=O m=0 

w 
+ 41 Ar exp (-arX) sin ttra 

r=0 

where A., A, Ar and C are constants; 

ak, am and ar are exponents 

Am exp (- amX) cos am x 

0a00 

and SZk, m and 0r are carrier frequencies 

(4.10) 

The auto-correlation function of the fine-turned surface (Fig. 4.16) can be 
approximated by equation (4.10). The correlation and the r. m. s. roughness 
parameter of the oxidized fine-turned surface increased. 

4.4.3 Mean Surface Slope Versus Data Sam ling Interval 

The variation of the mean surface slope with data sampling interväl 
for polished, grit-blasted, ground and fine turned surfaces before and after 
oxidation are shown in Figs. 4.17-4.21. It can be seen that the presence 
of oxide had little or no effect on the value of surface slope for the 
polished, sand-blasted and fine-turned surfaces (Fig. 4.17-4.19 & 4.21). 
It increased for the oxidized ground surface (Fig. 4.20) especially at low 
sampling interval. 
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' 'CHAPTER' 'FIVE 

' THE ' AREA' 'OF' 'ACTUAL ' 'CONTACT 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

When two bodies are placed together actual contact only occurs over 
a small proportion of the nominal contact area. The area of actual 
contact or more precisely the number of micro-contacts usually govern the 
interfacial thermal and electrical resistances. 

A surface may be characterised by its RMS roughness, mean flatness, 
mean absolute slope and the mean peak radius of curvature (52). If the 
distribution of the surface heights be expressed statistically as has been 
shown in (Figs. 5.1-5.5) (numerical results for the distribution of surface heights are given in Appendix II (Tables A- E)), then formulae can be 
developed to predict the area of actual contact, A and hence the variation 
of the thermal contact resistance with applied loa5ing (50,116,117,118). 

It has been found that if a sufficiently large area is considered, 
the distribution of surface heights is essentially Gaussian for most 
surface finishes (48,82,119). 

5.2 METHODS OF MEASURING THE AREA OF CONTACT 

Contacts amongst tba transparent materials may be observed directly 
using prisms or parallel faced optical flats (120). Dyson and Hirst (92) 
impressed nominally flat metal surfaces against metallized glass surfaces 
and examined the impressions produced under phase contrast microscopy. 
This method indicates all ealstic and plastic deformations. 

Thomas (53) developed the technique to examine the contact between 
opaque materials. A roughened surface was loaded against a softer 
optically flat metal surface and the resulting plastic impressions examined 
under the microscope using a Normski interference phase contrast 
microscopy (94). 

A method known as microcartography involves the surface being 
visualized by the construction of a contour map. A set of parallel 
profilometric traces are taken at equal spacings. The array of surface 
profiles taken side by side gives a magnified representation of the 
surface. The procedure is tedious (121). 

In the present investigation the micro-contacts were counted and 
sized using a Quantimet 720 Image Analysing Computer (Plate 3.3). The 
technique involved the formation of an Image of the test surface using 
reflection microscopy and is described below. 
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The Quantimet 720 uses a precision vidicon scanner specially devel- oped for high resolution image analysis. The scanner is digitally 
controlled with a scän'rate of 10.6 frames per second and a scan standard 
of 720 lines. The digital control divides the image into a matrix of 
precisely and reproducible positioned picture points. This allows all 
processing after digitisation of the grey level of each picture point to 
be digital. Each scan line is divided into 890 separately resolvable 
picture points, thereby dividing the image into 500,000 discrete picture 
points. Threshold setting, in terms of setting the correct grey level at 
which features are detected, is the most likely source of error in the 
analysis of the image. Shading arises from non-uniform illumination and 
from variations in electrical response across the face of. a scanner tube. 
To reduce this effect to an acceptable level the manufacturers have incor- 

porated an automatic shading, across. the field of view, which automatically 
corrects for both optical and electronic shading. 

The live frame size is 625 picture point vertical dimension and 
800 picture point horizontal dimension, giving a frame size of 500,000 
picture point area. The detected image was calibrated by replacing the 
specimen with a graticule. For the magnification used in the test series, 
the equivalent length of one side of a picture point was 3.85 pm giving a 
picture point area of 14.82 um2. The equivalent frame size was 7.4 mm2. 
The measurements showing the real area of contact in picture points are 
shown in Plates 5.1-5.4 for the detection mode of the Quantimet and 
Plates 5.6-5.9 when operating in the no-detection mode. 

5.3 LOADING PROCEDURE 

A Denison Compression machine (Plate 5.5) was used to press the 
roughened stainless steel specimens onto the softer optical flats. 
Much care was exercised to ensure that the mean planes of the contacting 
specimen surfaces were parallel. The machine had a loading capacity of 50 tons, Each stainless steel specimen was loaded against a fresh 
optical flat (specimens M6 - M45). Greenwood's (49) plasticity index, 
A. described in Chapter 2 byequations (2.11 - 2.14) was calculated. This was greater than unity, it implied that the contact under all loads 
was plastic. 

5.4 ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS 

When two surfaces are pressed together, intimate contact occurs only 
at a few isolated regions called contact bridges or 'a' spots (12). The 
number N and the size ai of these micro-contacts produced are functions of 
the surface parameters and the contact pressure. The mean number of the 
contact spots per unit area, N., and their mean radius, I may be predicted 
analytically or measured experimentally. The random surface is assumed to 
intersect with a rigid plane (45) which progressively approaches the 
surface. The real area per unit nominal area of the contact, A /An under 

rm, the applied pressure, p as given by (11,104) is, 



Plate 5.1 Contact features produced on the smooth copper surface 

by pressing sand-blasted stainless steel upon it under 

an applied load, 17.79kN. As observed on the Quantimet 

in the detection mode. 



)O 

?. ate 5.2 contact features prcduc 1 on the smooth copper surface 

by pressing sand-blasted stainless steel upon it under 

an applied load of 26.68 kN. As observed on the Quantimet 
in the detection mode. 
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by pressing sand-blasted stainless steel upon it under 
an applied load of 35.58 k" As observed on the Quantimet 
in the detection mode. 



Plate 5.4 Contact features produced on the smooth copper surface 

by pressing sand-blasted stainless steel upon it under 

an applied load of 44.48kN. As observed on the auantimet 

in the detection mode. 
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: late 5.5 the Denison Compression machine used for pressing the specimen 

assemblies. Pressing capacity, 50 Tons. 



Plate 5.6 View of the stainless steel sand-blasted surface (upper 

specimen) after it pressed a smooth copper surface (lower 

specimen) under an applied load, 44.48 kN. k, observed 

on the Quantimet in the no detection mode. 
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laýe ý. 7 ontac _ features produced on an oxidized turned copper 

surface by pressing sand-blasted stainless steel upon 
it under an applied load of 40 kN. As observed on the 
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it under an applied load of 42.45 kN. As observed on the 
Quantimet in the no-detection mode. 
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Arm P 

An Pf 
0 ... 

is. 

+) 

where Pf is the flow pressure which is commonly assumed to correspond to 
the hardness of the softer contacting material, i. e. 

Arm P 

AM.... (5.2) 
n 

5.4.1 ' Contact Parameters för'Oxide-Free Joint 

The dimensionless expressions for the number and the mean size 
of the oxide-free contacts by Thomas and Probert (52) from the theory of 
Tsukizoe and Hisakado (45,46) are 

P1 
M2- 0(tm) .... (5.3) 

äT2 (5.4) 
m 7r t m 

_ Tr tm 0 (t 
II) * 72 

N= w«+ý.... w... ý... .... 
(5.5) 

m8 

If therefore, the micro-contact configuration is considered to 
be equivalent to N bridges, then the area of actual contact supported by 
the micro-contact bridges of size ai is given by 

i = 00 

Ar =. Nn (ai)2 ... . (5.6) A 
1=1 

or 

Ar =Nn (äm) 2 
.... (5.7) 

where m is the mean radius of the micro-contact bridges. 
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5.4,2 Contact'Parameters for Oxidized Joints 

From Fig. 5.6 it can be seen that the mean contact spot radius 
for the oxidized contact is 

X 
a0 m tan 0 + .... (5.8) 

where ä is the average radius of the micro-contact due to the presence of 
oxide and 0 is the base angle of the conical asperities. 

Similarly the total number of micro-contacts per unit nominal area 
is 

,rt0,0 . (t) T NT =$ 0 ... 

(5.9) 

where t and 0 (t ) is the dimensionless mean plane separation and the 
probability functoion due to the presence'of oxide. 

Therefore, the total area of contact which is the sum of oxide- 
to-oxide, oxide-to-metal and metal-to-metal contacts is 

ArT ° äo NT .... (5.10) 

5.5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Tests were conducted to determine the effect of oxides and the loading 
pressure on contact features. The contacts formed were between flat, rough 
stainless steel EN58B and optically flat commercially pure copper (oxide- 
free and oxidized), and stainless steel EN58B and commercially pure 
aluminium. Relatively high pressures (17.79 - 44.48 kN) were used, this 
was so as to ensure that the micro-contacts were clearly indented upon the 
soft flat surface. 

Normalized level of surface heights versus the cumulative percent of 
all the specimen surfaces used was plotted on Gaussian probability paper 
(Figs. 5.1-5.5). S? ace the data lie approximately on a straight line, 
therefore, to a first approximation, all the surfaces were Gaussian. 

Figures 5.7-5.10 (size distribution; the contacting specimen 
details in Table 4.1) represent number of contact spots per unit area as 
a functiot of contact spot radius. The number of micro-contacts increased 
with the applied loading for both the oxide-free as well as oxidized 
contacts. 
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5.5.1 The Area of Actual Contact 

Figs. 5.11-5.15 present the area of actual contact. The 
straight lines predicting the area of actual contact were fitted by 
equations (5.7 and 5.10) for the oxide free and the oxidized contact 
respectively by selecting the values of the mean absolute surface slope, 171, to match the experimental data points. Sample calculations showing 
the values of the slope used to calculate the area of actual contact 
(Fig. 5.11) are given in Appendix II. The total area of the contact 
defined as the sum of the real area of metal-to-metal contact and the 
additional area of oxide-to-metal contact showed an increase, compared 
with that of the oxide free contact as expected and also increased with 
the loading pressure. It could be concluded that the presence of the 
oxides improves compliance between the contacting surfaces. 

In the theoretical analysis it was assumed that the area of 
actual contact per unit nominal area is equal to the non-dimensional 
loading pressure, but the dependency of the real area of contact on 
surface roughness at high pressure indicated that the relationship was 
of the form "1 

A 
rac (P/M)' Ä .... (5.11) 
n 

The value of the constant C and ri, depend upon the loading selected. 
Higher loading pressures cause interference (122) between the neighbouring 
asperities. 

5.5.2 Size and Mean Number of Micro-Contacts 

The experimentally observed number of micro-contacts (Figs. 5.16 

and 5.17) were less than the predicted number of micro-contacts. The 
predicted straight lines were fitted by using equations 5.5 and 5.9 for 
the oxide-free and the oxidized contact respectively. 

The experimental values of the mean radius of the micro-contacts 
for both the oxide-free as well as oxidized contact were calculated from 
the measured real area of contact assuming circular micro-contacts, i. e. 

Ar=r a2N .... (5.12) 

where N is the number of micro-contacts as directly observed using the 
Quantimet"720 Image Analyser. The. experime tal values for the oxide-free 
micro-contacts ranged between 4-8 dim while that for oxidized contact 
between 10 - 15 um. The measured values were lower than the theoretical 
predictions. D'Yacheako (76) measured the radius of micro-contacts using 
a photometric technique and observed ä to be 22.5 1. m. 

It has been assumed (89) that the radius of the mean contact spot 
is constant at low loads. Some investigators (51,91) have considered an 
increase in both N and ä with applied loading. Bowden and Tabor (72) 

obtained values of 
Aa between 50 and 210 pm by working back from thermal 
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conductance measurements. Greenwood C49) calculated a value of ä of 216 um. These values are large compared with the present observations 
and probably indicate the radius of the macro-contact rather than that 
of the individual micro-contact. 

Other reasons of discrepancy between the experimental and 
theoretical predictions for the number of contact spots is the limitation 
of the experimental technique to detect the micro-contacts less than 
1 micron. Also the theoretical predictions assume the micro-contacts to 
be circular, while well over 70% micro-contacts were observed to be non- 
circular. 

5.5.3 The Area of Actual Contact of a'Turned Surface 

Finally the contact features were produced'on an oxidized turned 
copper by pressing sandblasted stainless steel upon it under a loading 
range of 40 to 44.48 kN (see plates 5.7-5.9; photographes were taken in 
the no-detection mode of the Quantimet). Men the surface roughness of 
the impressed surface was of the order of the surface roughness of the 
pressurizing specimen, then the contact also occurred at the ridges. 
As could be viewed the micro-contacts were non-circular, had no regular 
shape and a number of them probably less than one micrometer diameter 
along with other surface irregularities, therefore, no meaningful results 
could be obtained. 

5.6 CONCLUSIONS 

The presence of oxides leads to an improved conpliance between the 
contacting surfaces. 

The presence of oxides leads to an overall increase in the area of 
contact. This is mainly due to the increase in the average radius of 
micro-contact. 

Observations of the number of micro-contacts exhibited discrepancies 
with the predictions. This was due to the limitation of the experimental 
technique to detect the smallest micro-contacts which became lost in the 
very fine surface irregularities not removable by polishing. 

The theory assumes the shape of the micro-contacts to be circular 
while well over 70% of the observed micro-contacts were non-circular. 
The, theoretical predictions were, therefore, in excess of experimental 
observations. 

The machined surfaces had a number of micro-contacts of irregular 
shape. 

Future work on the Quantiment may be examinations of the shape of the 
micro-contacts for various machined surfaces and measurement of their 
contact features. This will require accurate counts of the smallest 
mirco-contacts and a device to filter the background noise. 
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6.1 ''INTRODUCTION 

The compliance 
distribution and the 
transfer or electric 
together (2,3,123, 
suffers both elastic 
depends upon : 

'CHAPTER' 'SIX 

'THEORETICAL' DEVELOPMENT 

as well as the number of micro-contacts, their 
real contact area affect the resistance to heat 

al flow between two surfaces which are pressed 
124). - As the surface material of each body 
and plastic strains, the behaviour of the contact 

(i) the magnitude, direction and time-dependence of the 
applied force: 

(ii) the topographies, stiffnesses and hardnesses of the 
contacting surfaces; and 

(iii) the presence of contaminant layers (e. g. oxides or 
greases) and/or interfacial fluids. 

When two bodies are pressed together, true contact occurs over 
only a small fraction of the nominal interfacial area. If the elastic 
limit of either contacting material is not exceeded, Hertz' equations 
(70) can be used to describe the stresses in the contact region. 
Even though, the applied force is normally sufficient to cause plastic 
deformation of the asperity peaks, the microscopic features of the 
surface texture , are not usually completely suppressed even under very 
high loads. Deformations of the asperity peaks of freshly-assembled 
surfaces pressed together are predominantly plastic (71,126). However, 
to a first approximation, the real area of contact versus loading 
characteristics usually exhibits little hysteresis provided the maximum 
load applied previously is not subsequently exceeded. 

A surface can be characterised according to its topography, chemical 
composition and physical structure :- 

6.1.1 To o ra hica1 Features 

The profile of a metal surface provides a description of such 
features as roughness distribution and lay which affect the contact 
behaviour. 

6.1.2 Chemical Composition 
rTTý"Iý1 t 

A metal surface in engineering practice is usually covered by 
a film: this may be of grease or other deposit, in addition to the 
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oxides of the metal. substrate. Such. superficial layers are mixtures of 
several chemical species (metal atoms, oxygen ions and one or more metal 
ions). The rate of the oxide growth on the metal substrate is dependent 
upon surface topography, structure, temperature and fluid environment 
(4,112). 

6.1.3 h sicäl'Strücture 
A 

Even for perfectly smooth surfaces, free from films, the defor- 
mation and contact resistance behaviour may be influenced by adsorbed gas 
atoms, lattice imperfections and crystallinity variations. Some 
mechanical polishing processes also cause structural changes in the bulk 
material near the surface (128). 

6.2 CONTACT BETWEEN OXIDE-FREE SURFACES 

Tsukizoe and Hisakado (45,46) considered the "inalysis for the 
contact between (i) a rough isotropic surface with a Gaussian distribution 
of surface heights and having no flatness deviations and (ii) a smooth 
flat surface. This description ideally fits the contact model (Fig. 6.1) 
developed to study the contact parameters and the thermal resistance 
arising as a consequence of the passage of the current across the inter- 
face O'ig. 6.2). 

Thomas and Probert (93) extended the analysis to show that for a 
metal-to-metal contact the number of contacts, Nm, per unit area and the 

number NL; per unit length, the average contact spot radius, äm, and 

the real area Arm per unit nominal area are given by the following 

dimensionless relationships. 

N 
m Tr 

2$ tm q(t) .... 
(6.1) 

If the contacting specimens are either of dissimilar materials or 
possess differing surface topographies, then the effective surface rough- 
ness for a contact can be assumed to be 

22 
vs. (a1 T Q2) .... (6.2) 

and the effective surface slope 

22 
+ 1721 

"ýý" (6.3) 
a1 + c2 
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where 171I and 1 
21 are the mean slopes of surfaces 1 and 2 respectively 

and is the normalized mean surface slope (45,46,122). 

NL 
=. . t) 

Y' 2 """" 

m ur t """" 
m 

Aý _ it äm2 Nm .... 

(6.4) 

r 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

The dimensionless separation tm is related to the ratin of the nominal 
pressure P to the surface hardness M of the softer surface by the 
expression 

M2 tin .... 
(6.7) 

t 
where 0(tm) represents the probability integral S +(tm) . dt and 

° 
(tm) is the probability function, 1 

exp (-tm 2/2) and are tabulated 

functions. (134). The average land length 1 is defired as the bearing 

length fraction, 
L 

which according to plastic deformation assumptions 
is equal to P/M divided by the number of contacts per unit length and 
hence 

Q1-2O 
(tm) 

TT7 1 (tm) .... (6.8) 

An alternative relationship between the number of contacts. per unit 
area, Nm and per unit length NL may be derived from (6.1), 6.4), and (6.5) 

as follows : 

__ 
'Y 

. 
¢ý Ctm) 

.. 
NL 

aN= -------- mm42 

i. e. NL 
R 2äm 

m 

0 ... 1 
(6.9) 

0 .... 
(6.10) 
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The harmonic mean thermal conductivity, k, for the surfaces having 
different conductivities is defined (49,50), by, 

kak+k.... (6.11) 
s12 

The thermal resistance of the unit area, R (for oxide-free surfaces) 
of an array of independent circular micro-contacts of mean radius ä is 
given according to (47) by the expression :m 

R ------ý---"- .... (6.12) 
2äN k 

mm s 

Because of the multiplicity of true contacts, the constrictions of 
the heat flows to each of these asperity bridges are not independent. 
Consequently a constriction alleviation factor g(y) has been' introduced 
(135,136) to account for the experimentally observed behaviour. 

If y=a where the mean. heat flow channel radius b equals b 

then the constriction alleviation factor 
Tr NT 

g(y) =1 '- 1.409Y + 0.296y3 + 0400 , de, (6.13) 

Therefore,. the modified constriction resistance, 

mod .=R. g(y) 0 ... (6.14) 

The theory it is alleged is true whether the softer surface is the rougher 
or smoother of the contacting surfaces provided the hardness, M of the 
softer suface is used in the calculations. 

. 6.2.1 Assum ttions 

i) The rough surface is random and isotropic and the distribution 
of surface heights is Gaussion, therefore any surface profile 
of sufficient length will contain identical information. 

ii) The ratio of the real to the apparent contact area is equivalent 
to the bearing fraction of the surface profile (at a particular 
level considered). 

I 

iii) The displaced material by truncation of the asperity tips as a 
result of the contact of the flat surface is assumed to be 
negligible. 
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-iv) The contact surfaces deform in an ideal plastic manner. This 
implies that the flow pressure is almost independent of the load 
provided there is no working hardening. 

v) The analysis applies only if no interference occurs between the 
neighbouring asperities. 

vi) The surface asperities are assumed to be right circular cones 
of identical included angle, the magnitude of which depends 
upon the surface roughness. The contact regions are then 
circular. 

vii) The base angle of the asperities is small, i. e. 

Q= sin 0= tan 0 
.... (6.15) 

6.3 CONTACTS BETWEEN OXIDIZED SURFACES 

When two, nominally flat,. oxidized surfaces are brought into contact 
under a uniform loading, a proportion of the apparent contact area touches 
at discrete zones as shown in Fig. 6.4. The mean planes of the two 
oxidized surfaces ate separated from the interface by distances u1 and u2 
respectively. Similarly the metal substrates are u1 +x1 and u2 + x2 
respectively from the interfacial planes. 

A relationship between the normalized mean plans separation tom 
the real area Ar of the contact, and the applied loading pis 

tP 
ý(tm) =I 4(tm) dt -M 

0 .... (6.16) 

where M is the surface micro-hardness of the softer of the two contacting 
material ('_2), and the normal probability function 

O(t) 
-t 

(2ir , exp i22 
n 

Now from Fig. 6.4 it can be seen that 

to. = to - (x1 + x2) 

0 ... (6.17) 

.... 
(6.18) 

where t represents the non-dimensional mean plane separation for the 
oxidizes contacting surfaces. 
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If both xl and x2 remain constant over the nominal contact area 

then the presence of the oxides would not affect the profiles of the 
surfaces. This assumption is reasonable for clean, initially rough 
surfaces C133). 

For each value of to (obtained from equation 6.18), 4 (to) can be 
obtained from statistical tables (134). 

a 

6.3.1 'The Contact 'Mechanism 

In general an oxidized contact gives rise to the mechanisms 
outlined below. 

6.3.2 Brittle Fracture of Oxide Films (Case A) M>t 
am 

Fig. 6.3a, in this situation; at light loads the hardness of 
the oxide Mo will be more significant compared with the hardness of the 
metal, M. An increase in the loading pressure breaks the oxide film 
leaving The debris of the oxide. An oxide-to-oxide, oxide-to-metal and 
metal-to-metal contact occurs. 

6.3.3 'Grease' Filled Contact (Case B) Mo <m 

In this case (Fig. 6.3b) the oxides are considered as softer 
than the softer metal. The voids fill in upon contact and an oxide-to- 
metal and a metal-to-metal contact occurs. 

6.3.4 Soft Thin Oxide Coatin s (Case C) x< u1 Mo <M 

Fig. 6.3c, the oxides are considered as softer than the metal. 
The contact comprises of a sandwiched border of oxide between the contacting 
surfaces, oxide-to-metal and metal-to-metal contact occurs. 

6.3.5 Insulated Surface Films (Case D) ü>1 

1 

Fig. 6.3d, this tends to reduce number of direct metal-to-metal 
contacts. An oxide-to-oxide contact occurs at low loads. The thermal 
contact resistance in this case will be a ratio of the oxide film thick- 
ness to its thermal conductivity. 

Other forms in. terms of the applications of the contact mechanism 
are hard thin surface coatings, soft thin insulated films and hard thin 
insulated films. 
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MECHANISM 

Case A, *Briffle fracture of oxide films Mo> Mm and x< 0 
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Case c, Thin surface coatings x/uý <1 
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6.4 THEORETICAL DETAILS 

6.4.1 " The"Cöntact'Mechanism (Case A) M° > 

The hardness of the oxide, M will be more significant compared 
with the hardness of the metal, M at°light loads (Fig. 6.3a). An 
increase in the pressure breaks tle oxide film leaving debris of oxide 
and hence the oxide-to-oxide, oxide-to-metal and metal-to-metal contact 
occurs. Now for this cc--; e the mean contact spot radius of the metal-to- 
metal contact as from equation 6.5 is 

am ir lf t .... (6.19) 
m 

From Fig. 5.6, it can be seen that the mean contact spot radius for the 
oxidized contact, 

x ao -i+ tan .... (6.20) 

For joints havii 
the sum of the real area 
area due to the presence 

2 
ArT n äo NT 

: ig thin films the total area of contact which is 
of metal-to-metal contact and the additional 
of the oxide is 

7r ä2 N+ nä2 N .... (6.21) 
Mm 00 0 

mean contact spot radius of the oxide-to-oxide contact, 

'A2=(2NT- a2 Nm)/Na .... (6.22) 

From equation (6.1) the mean number of metal-to-metal microcontacts 
is 

nT tm ýttm) A 
Nm 8 .... (6.23) 

where A is the nominal area of the contacting specimen assembly. 
Similarly for oxidized surfaces, the total number NT of micro-contacts 
including oxide-to-oxide, oxide-to-metal and metal-to-metal true contacts, 
(for the sake of simplicity the number of oxide-to-metal contacts is 
considered as the number of metal-to-metal contacts) is given by : 

.. n . 'Y 
2. 

t0. ý(t0) .n NT. 8 0 ... (6.24) 
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Howover, 

NT . 
Nm + No 0 ... (6.25) 

true contact being assumed to occur where the surface profile crosses the 
interface (6) - see Fig. 6.4. As'a first approximation the asperities 
were considered to (i) be right circular cones of identical included 
angle, (ii) deform in an ideal plastic manner producing circular contact 
spots (Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.1) and (iii) be uniformly distributed over 
the apparent contact area. 

6.4.2 'Grease' Filled Contact (Case B) Mo <M 

- In this case (Fig. 6.3b), the oxides are considered as softer 
than the softer metal. The voids fill in upon contact and an oxide-to- 
metal and a metal-to-metal contact occurs. 

Now for this case the mean contact spot radius of the metal-to- 
metal contact is 

`2 's 
1 

m. n`Yt 
m 

0 ... 
(6.26) 

From Fig. 5.6 it can be seen that the mean contact spot radius for the 
oxidized contact 

aa+tx 0m an 6 

the total area of contact is, 

00.. 
(6.27) 

ArT a2oTN... " (6.28) 

the mean number of metal-to-metal micro-contacts is 

it T tm 6(tm) An 

.... 1 (6.29) xIft 8 

Where An is the nominal area of the contacting specimen assembly. 
Similarly the total number of micro-contacts (i. e. oxide-to-metal and 
metal-to-metal) is given by 

N 
1r. i2 to. 4(to) An 

NT =8.... (6.30) 
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where 
NT .NN+. 

No 
.... (6.31) 

6.4.3 * Soft Thin Oxide Coatings (Case C) x< 

Fig. 6.3c, oxides are considered as softer than the metal. The 
contact comprises of a sandwiched border of oxide between the contacting 
surfaces. Oxide-to-metal and metal-to-metal contact occurs. 

Now for this case the mean contact spot radius for metal-to- 
metal contact is 

ä=2 ----ý----ý- m 7r `Y t 
m 0 ... (6.32) 

From Fig. 5.6 it can be seen that the mean contact spot radius for the 
contact due to the presence of oxide is 

l i0 a+« m tan 0 "".. (6.33) 

the total area of contact is given by, 

2 
ao ýrT TN.... (6.34) 

the mean number of the total micro-contacts is 

T to 4 (to) n 
= 

7r 
NT $ .... (6.35) 

6.4.4 Insulated Surface Films (Case D) Z- <1 Ui 

Fig. 6.3d, this tends to reduce a direct metal-to-metal contact. 
An oxide-to-oxide contact occurs at low load. Elevated loads would fracture 
the oxide -film. 

6.5 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 

The harmonic mean thermal conductivity kS (49,50), of the metal-to- 
metal contact for dissimilar materials is 
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.2 . 
k1 

. 
k2 

0 ... (6.36) 

Where k1 and k2 represent respectively the conductivities of the contacting 

materials of surfaces 1 and 2. The radiative contribution to the heat 
leak across the contact is negligible because of the small temperature 
difference across the interface and its relatively low mean temperature. 

Assuming parallel path of the heat flux the harmonic mean thermal 
conductivity kso for the oxide-to-oxide contact (see Fig. 6.6) is 

41 
k --- k+ 

n2 
k (6.37) kk+ 

so ml ol o2 

and that for the metal-to-metal contact for the oxidized contacting 
surfaces (see Fig. 6.7) is 

2 
-1- +1 (6.38) .... ks - kml km2 

k2 
k+k1.... (6.39) 

so of o2 

therefore, the total harmonic mean thermal conductivity kTO is 

kT0 =% ks +% kso .... (6.40) 

where the percentage of the contact can be obtained from Fig. 6.9 which is 
"obtained from Fig. 6.8. 

6.6 THERMAL CONTACT RESISTANCE 

6.6.1 Brittle t he Fracture of Oxide Films (Case A) 

The constriction resistance per unit area for N micro-contacts 
of mean radius äo is given according to Ref. (47) as m 
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R .. 1 
mo 2 ir 

oN 
kTO 0 ... (6.41) 

The constriction resistance per unit area for N micro-contacts 
of mean radius äo0, becomes 0 

a .... 
Roo 2äNk (6.42) 

00 o so 

and therefore, the total resistance is 

. 
RT mo + Rood An 

.... (6.43) 

and as shown in equation 6.14 the modified constriction resistance, 

Rod = IL . g(y) 0 ... (6.44) 

6.6.2 Grease-Filled Ccutact (Case B) 

The constriction resistance per unit area for N micro-contacts 
of mean radius äo is given m 

1 
mo 2äNk """. 

(6.45) 

om TO 

similarly the constriction resistance per unit area for No micro-contacts 
of mean radius äo becomes 

.... (6.46) 2äNk 0 00 so 

now the total conductance for this case is 

RT 
(mo + Ro)/ n .... (6.47) 
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and the total resistance is 

A A. 

R 
mo 0 

and therefore, 

mod a RT ' g(Y) 

6.6.3 Sort Thin'Oxide'Coatin s (Case C) 

0 ... (6.48) 

.... (6.49) 

The constriction resistance per unit area for NT micro-contacts 
of mean radius ä becomes 

0 

RT '_1 2 NO NT k 
so "... (6.50) 

and 

Rod RT g(y) 0 ... (6.51) 

6.7 THE CONSTRICTION RESISTANCE THEORY AS APPLIED TO OXIDIZED SURFACES 

This is based on the work originated by Yip (6), who could not 
obtain quantitative confirmation of the model proposed because of the tack 
of information on the actual oxide film thickness of the tested specimens. 
Since the film thickness on actual specimens has been measured, therefore, 
an examination of the theory was carried out, for comparative purposes. 

6.7.1 Descri tion of the Contact Model end' Theoretical Anal sis 

When two nominally flat and rough oxidized surfaces with an 
apparent contact area of An come into contact under a uniform stress, p, 
as shown in Fig. 6.4, it is assumed (133) that the oxides form uniformly 
on the two surfaces with thickness of x1 and x,, respectively. Such 
assumptions are commonly used in oxidation studies, in the determination 
of the rate of the oxide growth, and can be justified if the composition 
of the surrounding atmosphere is homogeneous. 
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It is assumed further that contact occurs where the surface 
profiles of the metal and the oxide cross the interface. For random 
surfaces, the probability of contact-area ratio, which is the ratio between 
the real contact and apparent contact areas, can be expressed in the form 
of :- 

Yml af Oita) 4itb) dta dtb .... (6.52) 

tl + xl X 

w Co 

1m2 
fJ 

e(ta) (tb) dta dtb .... (6.53) 

t2 + x2 t2 + x2 

for metal contact, and 

Go 

, YT1 2JJ 

430 
U(ta) E(tb) dta dtb .... (6.54) 

t11 t1 

co On 

1T2 JJ 
$(t 

a) 
$(tb) dta dtb .... (6.55) 

t2 t2 

for oxide and metal contacts. Here $(ta) and 4(tb) are independent and 

uncorrelated probability functions in two orthogonal directions and are 
given by 

7- 
exp (- t2/2) .... (6.56) 

for normal surfaces (2). Substitution of equation (6.56) in equations 
(6.52 - 6.55) results in : 

Ym1 =4 (1 - err (t1 + x1)/�2) .... (6.57) 
2 

Yn2 
1 (1 - erf (t2 + x2)/�2)2 .... . (6.58) 
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YT1 .a4 
(1 .- erf (t1/ �2)) 2 

:... (6.59) 

YT2 
4 (1 - erf (t2/ �2)) 2. 

.... (6.60) 

The contact area ratios may be related to the interfacial loading 
pressure P and the micro hardness m of the materials by 

M 
M" Yml + Ym2 + (YT1 + Yml) + (YT2 Ym2) M (6.61) 

m 

for fully plastic deformation. 

Since the lower and upper surfaces are in direct contact, the total 
contact area of the upper and lower surface is equal; hence YT1 - YT2* 

In view of equations (6.59 - 6.60), it follows that t1 - t2 Q t, and 

equations (6.57 - 6.60) could further be reduced to 

Yml 
4 (1 - erf (t + x1*)/�2)2 .... (6.62) 

Ym2 
4 (1 - erf (t + X2) 

*2W2) 2 
.... 

(6.63) 

.... 
(6.64) 'T1 = YT2 

4 
(1 - erf (t//2) )2 

p' Mo, 
mM , 

xl, and x2 are independent variables; hence the four unknowns, 

Iml' Ym2' TT1' (YT2)' and t can be obtained from equation (6.61) and 

equations (6.62 - 6.64). 

Because of the presence of oxide films, some of the oxide contact 
is made in annular regions, which are assumed to be symmetric about the 
metallic contact spots. The mean radii of the contact spots can be given 
by 

ml (An YmlINml ir) .... (6.65) 

äm2 23 (A 
n 

Ym21Nm2 Tr) .... (6.66) 
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11 

for metal contact and 

X01. ° (An YTl/NTl iii .... (6.67) 

a02 ° (n 'T2/Ni2 ý) 

1 

.... 
(6.68) 

for oxide contacts. Nl, N2, and NTl, NT2 are respectively the number 

of metal and oxide contacts which could be visualised here as the number 
of crossings of the surface undulations over the common interface, and are 
given by : 

NÄl= 
T2/87r exp ' (t Tx* 1)2 .... (6.69) 

n 

IÄ 2- T2 /87r exp - (t + x2) 
2 

n 

NTl 
= T2/87r exp i- t2) A 

n 

TN 2 i- 2 
. r/87r exp t A 

n 

where 

4 ... (6.70) 

.... (6.71) 

0 ... (6.72) 

Y' ä 

where a is the RMS roughness and ITI is the absolute mean slope of surface 
irregularities which can be determined from the surface profile measure- 
ments. The number of circular oxide contacts is, therefore, 

N01 = NTl 'N1.... (6.73) 

N02 NT2 r n2 .... (6.74) 
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The constriction resistance within the apparent contact area, 
An for the upper half'of the resistance can be expressed as the sum of 
the resistances of all the contacts in parallel (107). Based on the 
constriction theory, the reciprocal of the constriction resistance of the 
upper half is given by 

1/ 
m01 a (7r/ýýý1) (k 

ml lN ä1 
+ mlam2 m2 + k01 01N01 + k01a02N02) 

+ (7r/4Y (k01a01Nm1 + k01a02 m2) 0004 (6.75) 

where ý1 and ý2 are the constriction factors for circular and annular 

contacts, respectively. The uniform heat flux assumption used in the 
steady state heat-conduction equation leads to an upper bound solution 
for 1 and $2: 

J1 (y ßn) -l- a) J1 (y Bn Cl a))2 

y a2 (2 a)2 n'l On3 Jot (on) 

.... (6.76) 

with 

Jl (ßn) =0.... (6.77) 

where y is the square root of the total contact area ratio, given as 

y Ytl + Yt2 .... (6.78) 

and a is the annular contact width ratio, approximated by 

(a01 5m1) +(ä02 _ m2) 

a__.... (6.79) 
a01 + a02 

Similarly, the reciprocal of the constriction resistance for the 
lower half of the interface. can be described by 
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1/R 02 = Or/4ý1) (k 
m2 

aml ml + km2 m2 Nm2 

+ k02 a01 NOL + k02 `02 N02) 

+ Or/4ý2) (k02 a02 Nm1 + k02 a02 Nm2) ... (6.80) 

The total constriction resistance is, therefore, 

.... c Tot mol + Ro2 s. sl 

for the upper and lower halves of the interface. 

A close examination of equations (6.62 - 6.81) shows that once 
the parameters, a, 171, x*, P/ M, Mo/Mm, km and ko, are identified for the 

upper and lower surfaces, the constriction resistance can be calculated. 

A computer program has been developed (see Appendix III)and the 
approach taken has been to assign an initial value of t and then to solve 
for . "Im",, YT' P/MM and Riot to establish the relationship between Riot and 
P%M. 

The theory is based on the concept of level crossing theory 
according to which the micro-contacts would appear on any contacting 
surface which crosses the level and hence provides little for comparison 
with the present theory. Therefore, the theory had to be modified so 
as to enable the prediction of the contact parameters of the softer of 
the contacting surfaces. This was achieved by replacing the mean surface 

slope V where Y' = 
Ja 

by the effective surface slope in equation (6.70), 

i. e. 

Nm2/Ar = TS/8n exp - (t + x2) 
2 

.... (6.82) 

i. e. 

Similarly replacing ' with 'S in equation (6.72) 

2 
NT2/An = TS/8n exp - t` 0 ... (6.83) 
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Also since the top and the bottom surfaces are in direct contact 
therefore, mi = äm2'and'äol = ao2 and also the number of contacts of the 

upper surface is equal to the number of micro-contacts of the lower 
surface. ` 

Where äm2 and äo? is given, by equations (6.66) and (6.68) 

respectively; y and a from equation (6.78) and equation (6.79) respectively 
is 

y2".. " (6.84) 

a=a olol, ,äa ml ml 
.... (6.85) 

01 

and therefore equation (6.75) for the reciprocal of the thermal resistance 
for the upper half of the interface can be written as 

R1= (7r/4¢1) (2 ml 5m2 m2 +2 kol ao2 No2ý 

+ (n/44 ) (2 ko1 11o2 m2) (6.86) 

and similarly equation (5.80) for the reciprocal of the thermal resistance 
for the lower half of the interface can be written as 

R-. 
1-- 

ir/4ý1 (2 k ä2 ý ý2 +2k 
o2 ao2 Not) 

4Q2 
, 
(2 ko2 'a 

o2 
Nm2) 4 ... (6.87) 

this modification predicted comparatively higher resistances. 

6.7.2 Assumptions 

i) Oxides form uniformly on the surfaces studied and so the 
presence of oxide does not alter the original profile of the 
surface. 
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ii) Heat conduction mode at the point of contact is considered and 
the role of radiation and fluid convection/conduction is regarded 
as suppressed by low thermal differential across the interface 
(i. e. less than 50°C) and by the'low surrounding pressures. 

iii) The heat flux is uniform. 

iv) The deformation is fully plastic. 

v) The number of the oxide and metal contacts are visualized as 
crossings and the contact is assumed to occur where the surface 
profile of the metal and the oxide cross the interface. 

vi) The contact spots are circular. and uniformly distributed within 
the apparent contact area. 

vii) Micro-contact resistance has been considered only, the macro- 
contact resistance is negligibly small for flat surfaces in 
contact under a uniform loading pressure. 

viii) The loading pressure, P. the hardness of the metal, m, the 

hardness and film thickness of the oxide Mo and x, respectively, 
have been treated as independent variables. 

ix) It is assumed that the total area of the upper contacting 
surface is equal to the total area of the lower surface. This 
assumption is limited in the sense that it suppresses the allow- 
ance for different oxide levels on each contacting surface. 

6,8 ANALYTICAL SOLUTION 

From Fig. 5.6 which represents a hard rough surface in contact with 
a soft smooth flat surface 

X 
.... (6.88) tan 

and 

ä=ä+y.... (6.89) 
0 

The dimensionless real area of metal-to-metal contact due to the presence 
of the oxide can-be predicted from probability integral, i. e. 

1B2 J 
Armo/AU 2- 72- -7r e -t /2 

. dt .... (6.90) 

0 
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similarly the dimensionless total area of contact 

ß 
x 

Ao/A 
i2-f 

exp (-t Q1-222 

0 

d(t - 1-? ) . ý1 a2 

. ............. 0 ... 

(6.91) 

A solution for the above equations can be obtained by using tabulated 
values of error functions (134) or alternatively: 

a2 

erf (a) _Wf et 
12 

. dt . .... .... (6.92) 

0 

and its approximate solution 

357 2a+a_a+ 
erf (a) T (a 

3 5.2 7.3 .... ) .... (6.93) 

Now assuming circular micro-contacts the dimensionless real area of 
metal-to-metal contact as obtained from equation (6.90) can be written as 

A 7r A2N 
rmo m mo 

Ä-A.... (6.94) 
nn 

or 

Armo = 7r a 
mo 

N 
mo .... (6.95) 

and its corresponding thermal resistance. 

.... (6.96) Rmo 2 9mo Nmo kTo 
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Similarly the dimensionless total area of contact as obtained from 
equation (6.91) can be written as 

A 22 r äo NT .... (6.97) 

or 

NT a ArTý n äö 

also 

.... 
(6.98) 

NT mo + N00 .... (6.99) 

. '. Number of oxide-to-oxide contact 

Noo = NT - Nmo .... (6.100) 

Similarly the radius of the oxide-to-oxide contact 

Tr ao 
2 NT it am2 o 

Nmo +r (NT M Nmo) n äoo NT .... (6.101) 

and 

(6.102) Roo 2ä 
00 

1 
ks N00 

and the total resistance 

.... (6.103) OT 
(R 

mo 
+ Roo n 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS' AND'' DISCUSSION 

7.1 SURFACE PREPARATION AND'TOPOGRAPHY MEASUREMENTS 

Each contact shown schematically in Fig. 6.2 comprised a mild 
steel EN3B upper specimen pressed against a commercially pure copper lower 
specimen. 

The upper and lower specimens were ground, lapped and polished. The 
specimen end surfaces were sand-blasted and the specimens oxidized in a 
controlled environment. They were aligned in the thermal-contact rig, 
with their end faces horizontal. Their flatness deviations were measured 
by means of a Rank Taylor Hobson Talysurf 3 with a 152 mm specimen 
movement traversing, table. The departures from a straight line movement 
did not exceed 2.5 pm even when operating under a maximum table load of 

-66N. 

The pulses emitted by a Talysurf 4 profilometer were fed into a 
Solartron data logging system, which recorded 3200 ordinates, on the 
paper tape for each surface trace. The study was carried out with pre- 
selected input 'vertica'. ' magnification for the surface ranging from 
2,000 to 20,000 and a 'horizontal' magnification of 100. The data tape 
was subsequently processed using a surface analysis program (110) to 
evaluate the surface parameters, i. e. r. m. s. roughness and the mean 
surface slope etc. 

The real area of contact of the actual specimens used for measuring 
thermal contact resistance was measured using a Quantimet 720 Image 

_2 Analyser for the final test rig loading pressure, i. e. at 2x 107 N m-2 
During the vacuum tests it was not possible to measure the real area 
of contact formed between the specimens for intermediate stages, i. e. 
after each load increment. As an alternative the specimen assembly 
(comprising of the upper and the lower specimens) which had the same 
surface characteristics was separately pressed in the test rig under the 
same loading as applied during the vacuum tests and its area of actual 
contact measured. 

7.2 THERMAL CONTACT RESISTANCE' MEASUREMENTS 

The degreased, oxidized specimens were placed in a vacuum test rig 
(109) and the contact resistance was measured using well-tried procedures 
(129,130). 
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7.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A series of tests (hard rough surface in contact with a soft smooth 
surface) were conducted in vacuum better than 10-4 torrs. The contact 
resistances of both the oxide-free and the oxidized surfaces were 
measured. A preliminary requirement was to select a material which 
rapidly oxidizes, has its frequent use in engineering applications and 
could represent an ideal contact model. The contact model comprised of 
a mild steel EN3B upper specimen in contact with copper lower specimen. 

Surface topography measurements in each case were taken before and 
after oxidation (see Fig. 7.1). The height distribution measurements of 
surface asperites revealed that the growth of the oxide was irregular 
and uneven. This made impracticable the measurement of the oxide film 
thickness by means of the Talysurf 4. Therefore, the predicted level on 
the surface profile was calculated by adding the oxide film thickness 
(normalized) measured using a Stereoscan Electron Microscope to the 
absolute value of the dimensionless mean plane separation. 

7.3.1 CASE A (Brittle Fracture of Oxide Films) 

For all the tests conducted the observed real area of contact 
(see Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.3) and its corresponding number of micro-contacts 
(see Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.5) were lower than those predicted as expected 
because of the inability of the experimental technique to detect micro- 
contacts of less than one micron. The theoretical predictions could 
therefore, be expected to be in excess of number of contacts detectable. 

The predicted total area of the contact (defined as the sum of 
the real area of oxide-tc-oxide contact and the additional area of the 
oxide-to-metal contact) increased due to the presence of the oxide but 
because the measured thermal conductivity of the oxide was less than that 
of the metal, therefore, it resulted in an increase of the overall thermal 
contact resistance. 

Figs. (7.8 - 7.14) in which the thermal contact resistance is 

plotted as a function of the loading pressure for both the oxide-free 
and the oxidized contacts indicates that the thermal contact resistances 
increased as an effect of oxidation. The theoretical thermal resistance 
for the oxide-free and the oxidized contacts were predicted frcm 
equation (6.14) and equation (6.44) respectively using the values of the 
mean surface slope established by computer search procedures; to match 
the experimentally measured values of thermal contact resistance. Sample 
calculations showing the values of the slope used to calculate the thermal 
contact resistance (Fig. 7.8) are given in Appendix II. The theoretical 
resistance showed an increase when predicted from the observed number of 
micro-contacts (Figs. 7.10-7.13). 

7.3.2 CASE EB (Grease-filled Contact) 

Figs. (7.15 & 7.16) present the resistance of the oxide-free as 
well as the oxidized contact. The predicted resistance of the oxidized 
contact would decrease compared with the oxide-free contact. 
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A thin film softer than the softer contacting surfaces depending 
upon its thermal conductivity would affect the contact and consequently 
the contact resistance. 

7.3.3 CASE C (Soft Thin Oxide Coatings) 

The predicted contact resistance of the oxidized contact Fig. 
7.17 and Fig. 7.18 would decrease compared with the oxide-free contact. 
This could be expected because soft and thin films sandwiched between 
contacting surfaces improve conductance upon contact. 

7.3.4 CASE' D (Insulated. Surface Films) 

The resistance which can be calculated from the ratio of the film 
thickness to thermal conductivity can be expected to increase. The theory 
has a limitation to be applicable to thick films. 

7.3.5 Resistance Between Similar Materials 

Figs. (7.19 - 7.22) in which thermal contact resistance is plotted 
as a junction of applied loading show that the experimental resistance 
dropped considerably for the oxidized copper-to-copper contact compared 
with that of the oxidized mild steel-to-mild steel contact. 

(Figs. 7.23 - 7.25 and Fig. 7.27) indicate that the thermal 
resistance increased with the thickness of oxide film and decreased with 
ascending loads. 

Tsao and Heimburg (99), during a study of the effect of surface 
films, observed that physically-absorbed gases led to a decrease in the 
thermal contact conductance by 10% and that this became more apparent, 
the smoother the surfaces. 

Decreasing the applied load resulted in a slight hysteresis 
(Fig. 7.25) which also illustrated that some plastic deformation had 
occurred. 

Figs. 7.26 and 7.27 in which the non-dimensional resistance is 
plotted for various ratios of film thickness (xl + x2) to mean surface 
roughness of the two contacting surfaces and as a function of pressure 
respectively, showed that the thermal contact resistance increased with 
the ratio of film thickness to surface roughness. For EN3B mild steel 
the contact resistance was about twice that fora clean (i. e. oxide free) 
contact when the oxide film thickness was approximately four and a half 
times the surface roughness. Further increments in the ratio of film 
thickness to surface roughness led to only slight enhancements of the 
thermal contact resistance. Throughout the observations, the film 
thickness was the dominant variable rather than surface roughness in 
dictating the contact resistance. 
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The increase of the thermal contact resistance with. the increase 
in the ratio of film thickness to surface roughness for similar contacting 
surfaces corroborates the conclusions of'Y'ovanovich (140). Investigating 
the effects of metallic foils upon the joint resistance he concluded that 
there was an optimal foil thickness, which yielded a minimum joint 
resistance and any increase beyond the optimal thickness increased the 
thermal resistance. 

The entire present experimental data was correlated using a 
multivariate analysis and a computer program was developed. (See' Appendix 
III for details). This resulted in the following expression : - 

R= 66.0 p-0.945 a-0.128 X0.0346 .... (7.1) 

with a correlation coefficient of 0.85. The load exponent (-0.945) is 
similar to that found for oxide-free contacts (101). 

Fig. 7.28 shows the scatter of the experimental data and the 
values calculated from equation (7.1). 

To demonstrate the, validity of the correlation, values of the 
thermal contact resistance were predicted (Figs. 7.23,7.24,7.29) from 
the constriction theory developed by Yip (6), and superimposed upon the 
values calculated from equation (7.1) (see Fig. 7.29). The results are 
in reasonable qualitative agreement, so emphasizing the relevance of the 
physical parameters adopted in the present analysis. A comparison with 
previous experimental data for thermal contact conductance is shown in 
Table 7.1. The experimentally measured thermal contact resistance of 
the ground surface (Fig. 7.30) was higher'than that of the fine-turned 
surface (Fig. 7.31). 

7.3.6 Mean Interfacial Tem Brature 

The thermal resistance of the contacts decreased slightly with the 
mean contact temperature. ' However this decrease could be regarded as 
negligible. 

7.3.7 Period of Heating 

A slight decrease of the contact resistance with the period of 
heating was observed. This was expected due to the decrease in the 
hardness. 

7.3.8 Reversal of Heat Flux 

Reversal of heat flux may cause differing expansions and contractions 
of the contacting surfaces, thereby aiding the bedding-in process and an 
increase in the area of actual contact. This affects the contact 
resistances. The mean heat flux applied varied between 4-5 watts and no 
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Table 7.1 Comparison of the Results 

Loading Thermal 

Researchers Surface Characteristics on Contact 
Contact Conduct ance 
NNv 2 Wm2 K-1 

Roughness = 4.06 -} 4.31 pm (RNs) 1.62 2.38 x 102 

deviation from flatness 5.34 -r 6 um 
3.56 4.12 x 102 

3.86 8.51 x 102 
FRIED (56) 

Roughness < 0.1016 pm (RMS), 3.68 7.06 X 103 

deviation from flatness = 0.1524., pm 
5.27 1.31 x 104 

8.38 1.31 x 104 

Roughness 1.27 -} 1.53 um (RMS), 0.28 7.04 x 102 

deviation from flatness 5 -º 7.6 pm 
0.28 1.32 x 103 

1.73 3.85 x 103 
OM (141) BLO 

0 37 3 
. 1.39 x 10 

Roughness = 0.07 -* 1.4 um (RMS), 
0 57 8 92 x 102 

deviation from flatness 2.5 -> 5 um 
. . 3 1.93 2.64 x 10 

TSAO and 
0. J 3.14 x 103 

UIEIMBURG Allegedly flat surface 0.6 4.13 x 103 
(99) 2.0 7.34 x 103 

2.0 2.54 x 103 
Roughness <3 pm (FMS) 4.0 4.90 x 103 

PRESENT 
6.0 7.18 x 103 

WORK 2.0 1.68 x 103 
Optically Flat, deviation from 4 0 24 3 x 

3 10 flatness < 0.1 pm . . 
6.0 4.75 x 103 

* VALUES CALCULATED FROM EXPRESSION (7.1) 

For total film thickness of 10 10 
M. 
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appreciable variation of the thermal contact resistance within this range 
was observed. 

7.4 COMPARISONS OF THEORIES 

Yip's theory (6) was compared with the present theory and the 
experimental observations; using the same surface roughness, film thick- 
ness, mean surface slope,. applied loading and nominal area of the specimen 
assembly. This predicted lower thermal contact resistances by orders of 
magnitude. The reasons for lower predictions are the assumptions of Yip 
which predict higher contact parameters, i. e. low mean plane separation, 
higher contact pressures as compared with the predictions of the present 
theory and higher number of micro-contacts (see Fig. 7.6 and Fig. 7.7) 
resulting in low thermal contact resistance. (See Figs. 7.8,7.9,7.14 
- 7.18,7.20,7.32 - 7.33). Figs. 7.32 and 7.33 show the thermal contact 
resistance predicted from analytical solution and its comparison with the 
theories. 

This suggested a modification of Yip's theory which was accomplished 
basing the theory on the intersection of asperities rather than level 
crossing. The theory after modification gave better predictions, i. e. 
lower number of micro-contacts giving rise to higher contact resistances 
relatively closer to the experimental results. 

7.5 CONCLUSIONS 

The presence of the oxides improved compliance between the contacting 
surfaces and increased the area of contact but as the conductivity of the 
oxides was less than that of the-base metal, therefore, the thermal contact 
resistance increased. 

The theoretical resistance was higher when predicted from the 
observed number of micro-contacts. 

The thermal contact resistance increased with increases 
in film thickness and decreased with loading. 

Increasing and decreasing the applied load revealed a 
slight hysterisis effect. 

The initial thickness of the oxide film caused a consid- 
erable rise of the thermal resistance of the contact 
but further equal thicknesses of oxide led to smaller 
increments of resistance. 

For the similar materials in contact, the thermal contact resistance 
of the oxide-free as well as the oxidized copper-to-copper contact dropped 

considerably compared with that of the mild steel-to-steel contact. The 
variation of the predicted resistances from Yip's theory and its modified 
form is due to the assumptions employed. 
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A multivariable correlation has been developed for freshly-assembled 
oxidized contacts relating the loading pressure, 'mean roughness of the 
two surfaces and oxide'f ilm thicknesses to the thermal resistance of the 
contacts in high vacua. This may be used as a first approximation when 
predicting the thermal contact resistances. 

From measurements of the oxide film thickness and surface topography 
observations, the thermal resistance of pressed contacts between freshly 
assembled surfaces can be predicted, provided that (i) the contact between 
the two contacting surfaces remains undisturbed and (ii) the 
values of the surface parameters are established. The predictions apply 
to the oxide-free surfaces if the film thickness be assumed zero. 
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' 'CHAPTER' 'EIGUT 

" CONCLUSIONS 

8.1 INTERFACIAL CONTACT'AND COMPLIANCE 

The presence of the oxides improved compliance between the contacting 
surfaces and increased the area of contact but as the conductivity of the 
oxides was less than that of the underlying metal, therefore, as an overall 
effect, the thermal contact resistance increased, 

The number of micro-contacts exhibited discrepancies with the 
predictions. This was due to the limitation of the experimental technique 
to detect the micro-contacts less than 1 um diameter. The smallest micro- 
contacts became lost in the very fine surface irregularities not removable 
by polishing technique. 

Well over 70% of the micro-contacts were observed to be non-circular. 
Theoretical predictions assume the shape of the micro-contacts to be 
circular and were therefore in excess of the experimental observations. 

8.2 INTERFACIAL CONTACT RESISTANCE 

The thermal contact resistance increased with film thickness and 
decreased with loading. ' Decreasing the applied loading revealed a 
slight hysteresis effect ; hich also illustrated that tae plastic deform- 
ation had occurred. 

The thermal resistance of the contacts decreased slightly with the 
mean contact temperature. However this decrease could be regarded as 
negligible compared with the heat transfer of high emissivity surfaces 
(102) at elevated temperatures which is due to the increase in radiant 
heat transmission. 

A slight decrease of the contact resistance with the period of 
heating was observed as expected due to the decrease in the hardness of 
the metals with time. This is in agreement to (10,101). 

The entire population of the experimental data for freshly-assembled 
oxidized contacts relating the loading pressure, the mean roughness of the 
two. surfaces and oxide film thickness to the thermal resistance was 
correlated using a multivariate analysis and resulted in the following 
expression 

R 66.0 P-0'945 Q-0.128'X0.0346 I 

with a correlation coefficient of 0.85. 
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Throughout the measurements of the thermal contact resistance a 
reading was regarded as meaningful'only if the heat flux in the cooler 
specimen was less than 5% smaller than that in the higher temperature 
contacting specimen. 

8.2.1 'How'tö'Produce'Joints'with Low'Thermal Resistance 

In order to produce such joints the contacting conditions are : 

i) Higher interfacial pressures. 

Higher thermal conductivity of the contacting 
material. 

iii) Low hardness. 

iv) No waviness component. 

v) High thermal conductivity of the fluid 
contained in the interface (i. e. liquid 
metal is preferable if possible). 

The reverse conditions apply to the contact with higher thermal 
resistance. 

8.2.2 Comparisons of Theories 

A comparison of Yip's theory (6) with the developed theory and 
the experimental observations; using the same surface roughness, film 
thickness, mean surface slope, applied loading and nominal area of the 
specimen assembly predicted lower thermal contact resistances. The 
reason for lower predictions are the assumptions of Yip which predict 
higher contact parameters, i. e. low mean plane separation, higher contact 
pressures as compared with the predictions of the present theory and 
higher number of micro-contacts resulting in low thermal contact resistance. 

A modification of Yip's theory (6) was carried out basing the 
theory on the intersection of asperities rather than level crossing. 
The theory after modification gave predictions clo.; F: r to the experimental 
results. 

Despite the existence of many theories relating the contacting 
surface topographies and applied static loads to the thermal contact 
resistance (45,46) there are insufficient experimental data to corroborate 
the predictions (46). Factors like the constriction and spreading of 
heat flows in the oxide layers near the true contacts, the particular shape 
of micro-contacts as dictated by the history of the surfaces, the isotropy 
of the surface roughness and the degree of waviness of each surface have 
a combined and complicated effect on the rates of heat transfer crossing 
the contact. If the two contacting surfaces have an oxide layer between 
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them, studies of oxide film rupture., local yielding regions and fracture 
stresses are needed for a comprehensive understanding of behaviour. 
No attempt has been made here to measure fracture stresses, but it 
appears reasonable to assume that the film, though broken, would still 
be present and would thus affect the thermal contact resistance. 

This study is more suitable for thin films of the order of 
naturally occurring oxides and will be useful at the design stages of 
many systems. 
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A. 1 ' 

: APPENDIX I 

MEASUREMEI, TT' OF TX E ELECTRICAL AND THERMAL RESISTANCES IN VACUU14 

The electrical resistances were measured directly using copper 
contact rings on either side of the specimens as shown in Fig. 1 and 
plate 1. 

Table 1 and TaLie 2 present respectively the measurements for the 
: oxide-free as well as for the oxidised copper-to-copper static contact. 
The observations for the electrical and, tiermal resistance were taken 
simultaneously in high vacua batter than 1O-4 tcrr. In the absence of 
a more rigorous correlation, the electrical resistances have been related 
with the thermal resistances through the Wiedemann-F"ranz. 

"law 
"(16) i. e. 

Re 
= IT il) 

where Re = electrical resistance, 

R= experimentally measured thermal resistances, KW 1 

L= Lorenz's constant, 2.48 x lÖ 8 
Vzn, / degree 2 

T= the interface temperature, °K 

% age electronic contribution 

electrical resistance via the Wiedemann-Franz lax 
(2) 

experimentally measured electrical resistance 

The measured electrical resistance was higher than t1he one calculated 
from Wiedemann-Franz law. There was a very little correlation between the 
electrical and thermal contact resistances. The W'iedsmann-Franz law used 
for relating the resistances considers the thermal conductivity and the 

"electrical resistivity of the contacting materials to be "functions of 
temperature only. The variations between the experimental and the 

calculated resistances through the Wiedemann Franz law could be associated 
to the phenomenon c'f the flow of electrical and thermal current. An 

electrical current flows through the constrictions of the micro-contacts 

only (12) whereas the heat transfers across the interface by the ccns`_: ict_en 

of the micro-co. stacts; by jumping across the gap between the contacting 

asperities and b; 7 a small amount of direct radiation. 

In electrical anology, an electron flow is considered (16); (the 

maximum percentage electronic contribution in this case was 6%) while heat 

flow is a combination of electron and phonon effects. Other reasons for 

the lack of correlation were the contact rings at a macroscopic distanca 

from the interface and the resistance of the leads carrying potential. 
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late 1 Test rig showing the central module and t"O contact rings to 
measure the interfacial Voltage drop. 
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Table i OBSERVATIONS OF THE ELECTRICAL AND THERMAL RESISTANCES 

oxide-free, copper-to-copper contact 

Electrical wattage = 0.57 W 

Heat input = 5.92 W 

f. 
Q 

ý, 

N-1 

Voltage drop 
Load, across the Re R Re R 

N interface 
10-3 V 10'31 Km2w'1 

W-F law 
' 

W-F law 
2 -1 .1 zCm w 

0 0.046 0.23 1.2 x 10-4 1.79 x 10-6 1.53 x 10'2 

1250 0.034 0.17 0.812 x 10-5 1.21 x 10 -7 1.135 x 10-2 

2650 0.022 0.11. 0.635 x 10-5 9.47 x 10-8 7.39 x 10-3 

5850 0.020 0.10 0.594 x 10-5 8.86 x 11-8 6.6 x 10-3 
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Table'2 OBSERVATIONS OF THE ELECTRICAL AND THERMAL RESISTANCES 

oxide-free copper to oxidised copper contact 

Electrical wattage = 0.57 W 

Heat input = 5.92 W 

Voltage drop Re R Re R 

_ 
w-F. law ý w-F law 

Load 10-3. v 10-3 . ti Km2w Jv 

O 0.062 0.310 4.58 x 10 6.98 x 10-6 2.03 x 10-` 

1250 0.052 0.266 1.02 x 10 
4 

1.57 x 10-6 1.707 x 10-2 

3650 0.023. 0.115 1.9 x 10-5 2.89 x 10 7 7.55 x 10-3 

5850 0.021 0.105 1.2 x '. 10 5 1.829 x 10-7 6.89 x 10-3 



APPENDIX II 

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE EVALUATION OF SURFACE 

PARAME'. ERS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS FCR THE ORDINATE HEIG&T 

DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIMEN SURFACES. 
I 

SPECIMEN CALCULATIONS. 
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APPENDIX II 

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE EVALUATION OF SURFACE PARAMETERS 
PROGRAM NOTES (109): - 

This program (69) calculates the RMS and CLA roughness of a surface 
profile, identifies the peaks and valleys, calculates the number of contacts 
per unit length and the average land length over a range of surface heights. 
Also evaluates the peak radii of curvature and slopes of the asperities. A 
subroutine selectes the highest and lowest values, produced distributions and 
calculates statistical parameters for all ordinates, valleys, peaks, radii of 
curvature and slopes. The program simulates data being sampled at different 
intervals by selecting sampled ordinates for computation at various separations. 

In this way all the above mentioned parameters could be evaluated over 
a complete range of sampling interval. In addition, the surface auto-correlation 
is evaluated over the range of sampling intervals. 

The data logger output is a list of consecutive ordinates punched on 
paper tape. The vertical magnification and number of ordinates are read from 
punched cards. The same stylus traverse speed and sampling rate are used for 
all tapes, the ordinate spacing is therefore set at 2.822 um. 

Previous to the calculation of parameters, the program fits a least- 
squares mean line to the surface ordinates, recalculates them relative to this 
line, and evaluates the RMS and CLA roughness. A slight mechanical missalignrr: ent 
of the measuring system is therefore unimportant provided all profile information 
is present, i. e. no peaks or valleys are truncated. The detail of the evaluation 
of the surface parameters is as below: - 

j) RMS and CLA roughness 

The evaluation of the root-mean-square (RMS) roughness of the profile is 
based on the expression 

i=d 

v= (ä Yi2) (1) 
i=1 

and the centre-lane-average (CLA) is evaluated using 
i=d 

CLA 
7- 1y =d 
i=1 

iý 2ý 

where d is the number of ordinates sampled. 

ii) Subroutine DIST 

The subroutine DIST calculates the maximum, minimum, mean and standard 
deviation of lists of parameters computed at various points. A table of frequency 
distributions is also compiled. 
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The frequency table is computed in 100 rows each of 0.1 standard 
deviation, starting at five standard deviations below the mean of 
the distribution. 

iii) Peaks and valleys 

The program defines a peak as a point higher than its jth nearest 
neighbours. The value of j is 1 for the data as sampled by the stylus 
instrument. As j is increased to higher positive integer values, the effective 
sampling interval is increased in multiples of 2.822 pm, and the number of 
peaks detected per unit length becomes less. The ratio of peaks to ordinates 
is computed. The detection of valleys is performed in a similar manner. when 
the list of peaks or valleys has been prepared, the subroutine DIST is called 
and the various statistical parameters evaluated. 

iv) Peak and valley curvature 

Having identified a peak in the profile, the program calculates its. 
curvature from a central difference formula for the second differential 

p `. (2 yi_j Yi+j) / (Xj)2 

where X is the horizontal ordinate separtion (2.822 um). 

(3) 

The curvature, and not the radius of curvature, is computed since the 
upper limit of the radius of curvature distribution tends to infinity, whereas 
the corresponding limit of the curvature distribution tends to zero= the latter 
is obviously simpler for subroutine DIST to handle. The curvatures of the 
valleys are computed in a similar manner. Subroutine DIST is called to 
statistically analyse the lists computed. The procedure is repeated for different 
sampling intervals by incrementing J. 

v) Profile slope 

The program assumes that the slope at a point could be represented by 
straight line between its nearest neighbours i. e. 

(a)i= (Yi+ j Yi_ j) 
/2X3 (4) 

If the slopes of both signs are counted, the mean slope generally becomes 
zero. The program therefore calculates the mean absolute slope as given by 

d- j 
r1 

T- Ij'i+j 
- Yi_j I/2Xj 

i=j+1 
(5) 

The output is the tangent of the slope angle, but since this angle 
rarely exceeded 100 the output is to a good approximation the slope angle 
in radians. 

vi) Auto-correlation function 

The degree of correlation between points on a profile, separated by 
a certain horizontal distance, depends on the structure of the surface of 
which the profile is a section. A measure of this correlation function 
defined by: 
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Fj .= 

QL 
Y (x) 7 (X + j) dx (G) 

The maximum lag interval, jma , is set at less than a tenth of the 
total length of the profile to avoig the computation of meaningless data. 
This, however, means that it is not possible to detect periodic components of the 
surface irregularities whose wavelength is greater than 1/20 of the profile 
length. 

The digital computation of the normalised auto-correlation is performed 
using: 

Fj ß(a-j) 

i=d-j 
yi yi+ j i=1 

(7) 
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SAMPLE CALCULATIONS PAR THE NUMBER . AND AREA OF ACTUAL CONTACT. 

M=0.0366 (from Figure 5.16) 

(y I=0.1738 radian obtained by computer search. 

For dissimilar materials using equation (6.3) 

, is = 9.6051 :: 104 

now by substituting in equation (5.3) 

ý(tII) =2-M 

= 0. S-- 0.0366 =0.4634 

From statistical tables of error functions (134) 

tm = 1.792 and its corresponding probability function c4(tn) 0.08009 

By substituting in equation (5.5) 

Nm = urtm 4( tm) ys2 

8 

'J Tx1.792 x 0.08009 x (9.6051 x 104 )2 

8 
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= 5.2 x 108 

By substituting in equation (5.4) 

2 
aM, 7f's m 

2 
wx9.6051 x 10 x 1.792 

= 3.69 um 

By substituting in equation. (5.6), the area of actual contact per unit 
nominal area can be calculated i. e. 

Arm = 7r (am) 2m 

= it x (3.69)2 x 5.2 x 108 

= 2.234 x 10-2 . 

Similarly other values of the area of actual contact relating to Fig. 
5.11 can be obtained as given in Table F. 

SAMPLE CALCULATIONS FOR THE THERMAL RESISTANCE 
OF THE OXIDISED CONTACT 

p=2.5 x 106 Nm-2 (from Figure 7.8) 

M=0.99 GN m-2 

By substituting it equation (6.16) 

1P 
m2 

=2-2.52 x 10-3 = 0.49748 
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from statistical table (134) 

t=2.804 
m 

0(tm) = 0.00783 

From equation (6.18) 

to = 2.149, its corresponding probability function, 0(t0) 0.0396 

Iý I=0.060 radian obtained by computer search, 

For dissimilar contacting materials using equation (6.3) 

0.458 x 105 
s 

By substituting in equation (6.19) 

2 
am it Ti 

,t u M. 

= 4.957 Um mnx0.458 
x 10 x 2.804 

and from equation (6.20) 

ao = am +X 

= 4.957 + 0.925 = 5.882 pm 

Using equation (6.23) 

2t 
N= ýýs2 r= 

(tm) 
m8 

N= it x(0.4582)x1010 x 2.804 x 0.00783 
8 
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= 1.808 x 107 

By substituting in equation (6.24) 

7r' x (0.458) 2x 1010 x 2.149 x 0.0396 'IT 
8 

= 7.009 x 107 

From equation (6.25) 

No = NT-Nm 

= 2.5529 x 104 

By substituting in equation (6.21) 

Axm _ In mN 

= Tr x . (4.957) 2x 10-12 x 8.876 x 103 

6.85 x 107 m2 

Similarly 

1 
AT _. nä 

0N=Tx 
(5.882)2x 10 

12 
x 3.4405 x 104 T 

= 3.739 x 10-6 

By substituting in equation (6.22) 

_ a- oo 
(d 

o 
NT - amt Nom) /No 

_ 
C(5.882)` x 3.4405 x 104 - (4.957) 2x8.876 x 103) 

2.552 x 104 

. 
". 

a=6.17 um 00 
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Now the total area of contact using equation (6.21) is: 

A=3.739 x 1Ö-6 + 1.39'x 103 + 3.055'. -c 10-6 

= 1.3967 x 10 3 
m2. 

By substituting in equations (6.37 - 40); the thermal conductivity 
for the oxide-to-oxide contact is: 

4- 
"171 

11 
47 + 43 + 385 + 300 

-1 
or k. 

so 
= 79.2 "Wz -1 K 

For the metal-to-metal contact for the oxidised contacting surfaces 

k= 83.77 Wm 
1K 

Similarly kso from equation (6.39) for this case is 

- -1 -1 
= 75.21 Wm K 

Now by substituting in equation (6.40) 

k, 
M = %ks+%^so 

= 0.14 x 83.77 + 0.86 x 75.21 = 76.41 Wm-1K-1 

From equations (6.41 and 6.42) the thermal contact resistance is: 

Rmo 
2x5.882 x 10 x 8.876 x 103 x 76.41 

= 1.25 x 10 
1 

K° W-1 

and R 
°=1 O2x6.17 x 10-6x 2.5529 x 104 x 75.21 

= 4.22 x 10-2 KW1 
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From equations (G. 43) the total' resistance 

RT (Rmo + R00 )A 
n 

1.672 x 10 
1x4.908 

x 10 4 

= 8.206 x 10-5 Km2W-1 

By substituting into equation (6.13) 

g(y) =1-1.409y + 0.296y 

ä 
where y 

b 

and (n6.73 x 10 
5 

T 

and y=8.73 x 10 2 

and from equation (6.14) the modified contact resistance 

mod = RT g (y) 

= 8.206 x 10 5x0.877 

_' 7.196x 10 5 
Km W-1 

Similarly calculatations for other observations c&n be made. The calculated 
values are given in Table G. The theoretical resistance from YIP's theory 
(6) and its modification obtained using computer program are also presented. 
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APPENDIX III 

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE PREDICTION OF 
THERMAL CONTACT RESISTANCE 

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
AND CORRELATION 
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APPENDIX III 

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE PREDICTION OF THERMAL RESISTANCE, 
PROGRAM NOTES (47) 

Program PRG5 corrects thermocouple readings in accordance with the 
calibration curves, converts them to temperatures, fits the best straight 
line to the temperature data for each pair of specimens, and extrapolates 
these lines to the contacting faces. The program then calculates and outputs: 
the contact pressure, total load, dimensionless loading, the interfacial 
temperature drop, the heat fluxes in each specimen, the mean heat flux crossing 
the interface, the interface. conductance and resitance, the mean interfacial 
temperature, the standard errors in all these quantitates, and the effectiveness 
parameters. 95% of all estimates of thermal resistance lie within two standard 
errors from the mean. 

The input first is an array TT(l), V(1) which represents the thermo- 
couple tables. This is followed by the polynomials coefficients B(1), C(1) and 
F(1), representing the calibration coefficients for the thermocouples, the' thermal 
conductivity of the metals. used with respect to temperature, and the load- 
microstrain characteristic. ISTOP is a trip to stop the program when all sets 
of data have been analysed. Next fed in are the numbers of thermocouples in 
upper and lower specimens, JAU and JAL, the length of the upper specimen ELU, 
the distance between the upper heater and the lower contact face, ELL, the 
constants, REF1, REF2, (which are respecitvely the temperature (°C) to which 
measurements are referred, and the EMF corresponding to this temperature in 
the tables), and the diameters, DIAMU, DIAAML, of the specimens. The array D(l) 
gives the distance to each thermoprobe site with respect to the source of 
heating. All these parameters are output for an immediate echo check. Lastly, 
the input wattage and the thermocouple readings, VJAU, VJAL, are fed in. 

The program proceeds to calculate the contact pressure, total load, 

and dimensionless load (having selected the smaller of the two nominal areas 
in contact). Thermocouple readings are first calibrated and then converted to 
temperature in subroutine TEMPEMF, in which polynomial interpolation via sub- 
routine POLY1 is performed upon the 5 pairs of values TT(l), V(l) nearest to 
the value of EMF considered. Two arrays, TEMPJAUC(l) and TEMPJALC(1) are then, 
filled in the main program and distances EMFS and temperatures output. The 
subroutine FIT is then called-up which calculates the best straight line of 
temperature on distance by least squares for each set of data, and extrapolates 
to the interface. FIT returns correlation coefficie: its, the smoothed values 
of temperature and associated errors (2 x standard error) to the main program. 
This then calculates and outputs the mean interfacial temperature drop, DELTATINT, 
the heat flux in each specimen, QU, QL, the arithmetic mean value of heat flux 
crossing the interface, QM1, and the mean interfacial temperature, TM1, together 
with their respective errors. For this purpose the estimated error in the 
measurement of geometrical dimensions was input as 0.5%. 

The total conductance, TOTCON, that per unit area, XINTCON, and their 
reciprocals are then calculated together with the overall errors. Finally the 
three effectiveness parameters are calculated. 
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NOTES ON OTHER PROGRAMS 

Program SALM 

This program 'SALM' calculates the surface parameters; the effective 
surface roughness, the effective mean surface slope, the number and radius 
of the micro-contacts and the interfacial resistance of the oxidised contact. 

The input to the program is the oxide film thickness, the surface rough- 
ness of the contacting specimens, an arbitrary value of the mean surface slope, 
the thermal conductiviities of the oxide-free as well as oxidised specimens, 
the micro-hardness of the softer of the contacting materials and the value of 
the mean plane separation (supplied from tables of error functions (134) 

The program proceeds to calculate the probability function SYFM and 
SYFO for the oxide-free and the oxidised contact respectively. It calculates 
the effective surface roughness (ESRO), the effective mean surface slope (ESSL), 
the number of micro contacts and the resistance of the oxidised contact for 

one valus of slope. The program selects the next value of the slope and the 
procedure is repeated until the surface parameters are established to match the 
theory with the experimental measurements. 

prociram - 
TALI{ 

The program 'TALK' has been developed from the constriction resistance 
theory (6). The input and output to the program is essentially the same: as 
that for the previous program. In addition, the sub-routines S15AEF and S17ABF 
are called for the evaluation of the error functions and Bessle's functions 

respectively. 

Program COBE 

This program ha:; been written to develop a statistical expression for 
the prediction and relation of the thermal contact resistance with the oxide 
film buildup. The input to the program are arrays P(N), AS(N), F(N) and R(N) 
which represent the pressure, RMS surface roughness, film thickness and the 
experimentally measured thermal contact resistance respectively. The program 
calculates the standard error of estimate; SEE, the correlation coefficient; 
cc and the values of the variables of an expression for the prediction of 
the thermal resistance. 
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THIS IS 11AXI HOP (! ARK 57) 

TYPE JOB 1UI? 3ERG- 1; L 167 S 
DAT? : 13/ 0 7/ 79 CIHA N'L: 18 
? OUTPUT HAS DEE:. i REST? ICTZ D 
20.32.05"- 0? E!? IXTE 167-76 
20.32.27- NLIST SAL, -: 

1 ? ýD3i:;:: C? ^3ä) 

2 INPUT ! =C'-10 
3 OUTPUT2=L? 0 
4 TRACE' 2 
5 END 
6= ? TASTER MAIN 
7C 

9 DIiiZiJSION ? (U) 
10 TF1=2200E-10 
I! TF2=22002-I0 
12 51321 =11-E-6 
13 5IG2=. 122-6 
14 PYZ=3.142 
I5 SLC? I=. 03 
16 AN'=4.9037E-04 
I7 AN1_-º3 
1 :, c. I 
1= A: \2330 
20 C111 ==; 7. 
21 CI. 2=3: 3's. 
22 TFI=TF I/SIG' 
23 T_ 2=TF2/SI G2 
24 H i=9 . 9. r 3 
25 RZ, ADC 1,3) ? (Ill) 
26 3 FOR. "ATC1F0.0) 
27 C 

FRÖN! SOF 

THERMAL fESISTA? IC" CJ:: ID: TH ! Y" 

22- 1 SLO? 2=5:. ']? 1 
29 C I NNE RS INTP? OLAT: 
30 C CALCULATE TH VALUZ OF THE PROBABILITY FUN CTION r {? % 
31 C t, ZTALLIC CJ''. TACT. 
32 TM=2-340 
33 SrYiR-ý`:? C r2l2.4) >, x riTC2. ý? ý':: ) 
34 Ti':: -CTF 1+'": '2) 
35 C EVALUiATE P 0EABI LI TY F*T077. Q: l F :M0:. I a_. CONT :? CT " 
36 SF YO=ý=:? C 
37 C CALCULATZ IFFLCT' VE St. f ?t . ýCE ^'T1;;; I, 1:?. S S 
35 ESRO=S"'? "IT((-I 31=; Y2 . (SIü2**2) ) 
39 C CALCUL AEE.. FFEEC-111.7 .. SAU SU. '. F ACI SL0 PE 
': 0 _SSL=S'.,., C 3i. ß ?;,. ýL-' -ý2 ?) /CS^ 
14 i C C 3LC JL A i'_. T;, .r : A`. .'U. :., ; j, ̂  IiI C'O -CÜ: vT, 1C'. ;S 701 

43 `d: t=? Y_ ;t : SSL 2) T:: NSF`;: .° /3.0 
44' C CALCUL ATS Ti-. -' TJTAL r) :: I C"? C-CJ'. TACTS 7; 17t 
45 C 7: 'I JS CJN ^ACT . 

aý: 
1T')... ( 7, S) S LjürSiY A:; /S" 

4: 7 

ö Ar , 0-Ai: 3T0-rß: 3".: 

. 49 C CALC'JLAATI: 
..: AtJ CC: ITACT ')? ]T RADIUS FO? OXItDE CCONNTACT- 

Sü A3, 'LF: =2. / C? Yý ýCSSL! Tý ) 
-91 Aý? T=2. / CpY. ý. '=ýSSLZ':: ) 
:2 WiITZ(r,. I) TG, At; T0, A: 3AR, ZSRO. 9ANM, TIý, SSL 
SJ t! : 'ýý: *? ": r17' 
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F 

k'I D Z; 

55 AK; "2T=C?. >. 'C, 1xC:: 2)/CC;: 1+Ct. 2 
56 R; 1ET=: 1`: / C2" ^ýAüºiT : Ji1KA.. S: 
57 CBAR=S^? T( A! ̀ ! /CPYE4A: SJI)) 
53 GY=A3r: T/C3AP 
59 RCLil= : ': rT A1CS/AF: i1T 
60 CALCULAT T::: TOTAL CDNST:. I CTI Oi, ! IESI STATýC 
61 : ý=1 ./C?. -ý: ý2Aý: <ANO Al S) 
62 B3AR=S 3:: T (P. ̀ d/ (PYE*ANT0) ) 
63 "4 OR=nCLW*GY 
6a R=R*Aýý 
65 TOTR='i. ": ET+R 
66 C APPLY CONSTRICTION ALL VIATID 3 FACTOR. 
67 3A R/33Ai 
63 GX=1 . 0-(1 "409*X) 
69 C MODIFY C0C7ST? i C-, 715 5AN ?.:. SI STANCE FG'-'. OXIDE. CC:. t TACT 
70 ;; 0D=T- Tr w- G; ',. 
71 ; ls I TEC? _ýS) ? L-: - 3, T'ITR, F:: 70,1CLIJýA : 011 
72 5 FO::: ': ATC//ý4X 716.6) 
73 SLOP1=SLOP1+. Q1 

. 74 IF(SL0PI. LE"3"1A) 37T01 
75 STOP 
76 ND 
77 FIIS 

2Q "36.37- LCOO 
CON: ']ECTED F6 y!! NS 
: 1I LL T:: "IZ 'JSZDA 2 SECS 

'' " . 30 SE34I ý: t C'T 
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THIS IS I-JAX I i": O P (t R: ý{ 3D) 

TYPE J03 NUM3ETI - :: E 1 67S 
DATE: 13/07/79 C. iýEL: 16 
TP OUTPUT HAS 3E EN !? STRI CTED FROti SOF 
20.47.0J'- 'J, E167-76 
20.47.33- NLIST TAL 

1 LIB Ac3Y ( 5U3GFOUPNAG F) 
2 PROGRAMC?? G5) 
3 INPUT 1=C P. 0 
4 OUTPUT 2=LPO 

TRACE 2 
b N'D 
7 : ZASTER c1AIN 
$C 
9C ?R 3PAi4 11,11I AN FOR Tii:; P: tEDICTIOU OF T LERiiAL 

10 C RESISTANCE FRDI"; CONSTRICTION RES I STAI; CE T: - O : Y. 
II c 
12 DIMENSION 
13 READ( I, 5) (3rTA(N). -N=1,20) 
14 5 FJ*1AT(20 F0.0) 
I5 ITO=17.324339r+n3 
16 >A=x:. 90 ' 7333 16'--- -04 
17 3: I1=0.0 1 
I, 5 SIGI =LOSE-06 
19 3IG2=. 053 -06 
20 AI: M1=4 7.0 
21 A,.,..,,.. 2 =335. 
22 :: =4.3+ß 
23 3 
24 A1C02=300 
25 ? YZ=3.14159265 
26 R1 =1.1: 1421336 
27 C D, TF 1, TF 2 A: N3M-DIM. 4 SIOVAL 
26 P=1.6 
29 TF1=. 029729 
30 TF2=" 6.? 3 
31 SýJ:: C1)=0.0 
32 RU. 'IC I) =0 . fl 
33 1 1=1 
34 IC=1 
35 =1 
36 3ci2=S; i1 
37 Z(I)=CD+TF1)/RJ 
33 Z1+IC. '}; F2/? ü 

40 00 4 I=1j3 
Y(I)=SI5A'r(Z(IIFAIL) 

42 Gh ;C I) =0 . 25 C1. -Y(I)) -ý 2 
43 C RTGr. i3) 
4 4, C 
45 4C0NTI rIU. ISr 
146 ASUM: = 3AI-I(1)+GA1"1(2) 
47 DIFFA= A',, (3)-3' (1) 
45 DI FFD=GAMC3)-3A"1(2) 
49 DIVA=1! 0/HM, 
50 C TA/H'MI ISA RATIO 
5I ! '. ATIC=AS"li: +C: 7I: "FA +n. IFF3PIVIi 



53 A 'D A: 7 p Fý " itFý _.. Ate:. -.: 

5. I C T!: ß3 SOLUTIONS 4ILTZE POSSIBLE 
55 C CA"&CULAT , Cam!?:? CT VAL'J3 CF D 
56 AL>: v=E:: Ft -C D+TI+I) ha: 2) 
57 GAL1=: 3U1=ß*2 
53 GAL 2=3. MPY'TMCS1G14: $2) 
59 ANi; 1 = (i. AL 1 YAA/. ä 1L2): ALA14 
60 PAUL=F. XP(-(D+TF2) **2) 
61 GAAL3= "12, , *2 
62 GAL4=t;. *PYEM(SIG2**2) 
63 At -1 C GAL3*AA/3AL. 4) *PAUL 
64 ASI Ii=E : PC -CD**2) ) 

. 
65 AAJT1=(GAL1*AA/GAL2)*ASIC1 
66 AriT2=(3AL3*AA/GAL4) *ASI F1 
67 APJO ! =. -?. T 1 -A: J`i1 
63 AND12 =AiJT2 -ANN2 
69 ANI =S IRTCAr1ýGAl9C 1)/CAi1IS1PYý) ) 
70 At"12 =SORT'CAA*GAti(? _)/(ANi12); -PYE) ) 
71 AD1= S'ZRT((AA*GAt"1(3))/(ANT! *? Y?. )) 
72 A02= 5 1^. TC C: ýr'ý: IýäA:: C: 3))/ttý:: T2ý? Yý'. ) ) 
73 Co CALCULATE T: iZ VALUE OF FI . 
74 J =l 
75 ALU. "1A(J)=(AO1-A2"; 1)/AO1 
76 ALPH. 4CJ+I )_{ CAO1-AUI)+CAý2-A:. 2))/(At71+ý'1CI2) 
77 X=SQ? TC2. *G ; i1(3) ) 
73 W1I TE(2,14) RATZ J, ALOAD, A? P 
79 14 FORMAT 320.3 ) 
60 36 DU: "1=X* CALPHA(J) *2)*(C2. -ALP1iA(J))*ý<2) 
81 C 
32 2 AZ=X*3 TACW'W) 
33 C CALCULATE J! (X) 
3A AY-S 1 7A FC AZ ) 
. 35 ANT-11 -A 
36 ZZA2=<(1 "-AL?: iA(J) ) 
37 AY=S17A; tF(ZZ) 
38 ANUti2=AY 
39 AZ=DETA(N) 
90 C CALCULAT. JO :) 
y! AY=S17 AF (AZ) A 
92 4:, 3'. Ii-; 3=AY 
93 Ai3`J=A: U:: 3Mý2 
91; DU: '1! ="^. JUI: I-CI. -A;.?:: A(J))>=yý; Ui12 
9.5 DU: 12=DU.: 12 
96 DUi". 3=C3r. T: ýCf1)x 3)*ANU144t 
97 DU1Y=DU2/DU13 
ß5 C EVALUATE TE7": OF S TIES. 

-, . j- T', j'-, 
130 +1) 'J:: C: 
101 D'J'JGS"1; iC i: +! 
102 IF(A3S(S'1+1) -S'.. j (N)) . LT.: -07) G. 3 TO 33 
103 22 R Ji1C:: +1)=^'? i; (: {)+DU: "jY 
104 LD=flU: IC. 

"Ii+1 
i 

105 IF(A3S{^-. U;: C: º+1)-? U; iCi: )). LT. 1F. -07) GOTO 4j 
10 6 C SUt. 1 T;: E S RIES 
107 3 FSU. 1=L; C-U 
1; 13 C 
109 C CALCULATE Tai:; "ALU? OF CC"JST:? ICTFACTOR. 
1910 C CALCULATE F I& F-2* 
ill IFCJ. 3;. 2) GOTO 20 
112 FI=: S'1.. /DUM 
113 

114 J=J+1 
115 IF(J" "1.2) GQTO 36 
116 110 F2=DD/DU: 1 
117 C 
113 C CALCULATE THE VALUE OF CONSTRICTIQ: i FACTOR 
.T 

? FACE. 
I FOR TJPPEn ; u' LF OF 
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I 
I 1? C Cý'ýLCULATý THE VALUE OF CCi3ST: U CTt 3? 1 FACT0R FJT L0*4-1 1 HALF OF I 
^: TEfFAC-" 
120 DU: "S4=Ah:: 1* AM i*A: 1P11 

122 'DUZ *6=AI: ýý 1 =AJ 1-<n1 J1 
123 DU: 7=A:::: 1vP:, 52 
124 DU: f3=i ýA01-ß: A: 11 
125 7Lii"i9 =11i::! 1' . ̀y32 =FtH2 
126 RFr5 1? Y'/C-t. TF1)) º: C7'Jt-4111+DUM5+DU:: G+DJ": 7)+CPYECAto F2))ýj(DU: 1+D 
',. 9) 
127 ? l: i71=1 "0/^iý5 1 
123 1: ': 11'.: "1O 1 *AA 
129 DU : 10= t12 i, At: 1 AJ: "J1 
130 DU:, 111 : C: ": 2xA :: 2 A: 1X 2 
131 D'J: i12=A J2-F: AG 1*AC; 0 1 
132 DU: i 13 = :. ý 2"": 'ý 7: =::: 2 
133 DU: ila=tºit_?: A2MAN::: 1 
134 D J: 15=AA32-ý X1... 2 ." 
135 :?. =. S2CZ=; -=; =Fi>)xtDU:: 10+D11+D'J:: 12+i)U: 113+(? Yý/C4. F? ))r: 
136 1 CDUI". 14+1)U: 1S) 
137 ýJ72=1S2 
133 R:: O22z, AA 

^' T 017 S_7t, ' _7 -1" C 

1.; 1 :: -ATC: , t! 'i 77 52 , `ýa, 162::,: 64 

143 
144 J=1 
15 . FC: "J. L.. c) GOTE 2 
A`ý. 

147 15 
143 : 3: I1=3: -1 +0 "0 1 
149 Ir'C: S: i1 "Lý. J. 1ý', ') 3JTL I 
150 Fr;! 1 ="0 1 
151 D=D+O. 2 
152 IFC ý7. L3.2.0) 30T01 
: 53 STD? 
154 E: JJ 

riss r .. 
215" 54 -511-1 - L: 3- 
v-T D F9 ýZINS 

H! LL TII :S -7: )4SCS 
SE SSIj:: C J; ST . 53 
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THIS IS MA IMOP (tiAf} 3D) 

TYPE JJ3 : J`J; 13ER'- M. E 167S 
DATE: 19/09/79 CHANNEL: 13 
NEW GINS-F, SURF SUBROUTINE i. 13RARIES FROM 5/9/79. 
AIJY GUEP. IES TO S. INGHAM OR C. IY: ITA1CER 
C-0.21-25- OPEN UNE1 67-76 
20-21-50- NLIST CARL. 

1 
2 
3 PROGRAM(PRG5 ) 
4 INPUT 1 =CRO 
5 JUTRUT 2=LPQ 
6 TRACE 2- 
7 END 
8 MASTER MAIN 
9C 

10 C PROGRAM M. N. MIAN FOR MULTIPLE REGRESSION AND 
1I C CORRELATION OF THERMAL RESISTANCE PARAMETERS. 
12 C 

. 
13 DIMENSION AX(27), SX(27), CX(27)1D: (27), YEST(27) 
14 1 , R(27), P(27), AS(27), V'AL(27), F(27) 
15 AV=13. 
16 'Y=0. 
17 N=1 
1S SU: N1=0. 
19 SUN2=0. 
20 DUH=O. 
21 SUi13=ü. 
22 SAX= 0. 
23 S3 X=0 . 
211 SC X=0 . 
25 SDJC=O. 
26 SUNS =0. 
27 SUM6=0. 
23 SU? "I7=0. 
29 SUM, 3=0. 
30 SUMS=0. 
31 SUN 10 =0 . 
32 SUi11=0. 
33 RE4D(1,10)AX 
34 10 FORt1AT (13 F0 .0) 
35 READ(1,11)3X 
36 11 FO'li"4AT (13 F 0.0) 
37 READ (1,12)Ci; 
33 12 FJR11 T(13F0.0) 
39 R---AD(1p13)D,, 
40 13 F131: iAT(27F0 .0) 
41 1 Y=Y+AX (N ) 
42 A1=AX(N)*BXCN) 
43 A2=AX(N)*C4. (N) 
411. A3 
45 A5=A: %(N)=x*2 
46 A6=3X(*1)**2 
47 A7=CX(U)=ýx2 
43' A3=DX(N)ý 2 
49 A9=3X(N)*CX(tJ) 
50 A10=3: c(N):. D�(rf) 
51 A11=CX(N)*D,; (U) 
52 SAX=SAX+A: C CN) 
53 S3 ; ß=S3 3X: N) 
Sit SCX=SCI: +CX(N) 
55 SDX=SDX+DXC N) 
56 SU211 = SUM 1 +A 1 
57 SUN2=S'J: I2+A2 
53 SUN3=317:: 3+A3 
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r 

60 S'JIS=S'JIS+rºS 
61 SU: ', 6=SUiiG+r, S 
62 SU. 17=S'JII7+A7 
63 S'JM3=SUi"i3+A3 
64 S'J: 19=S'J; S9+e1.9 

65 J=1 
66 IF(J. E2"1)G0T0 20 

67 'Y EST UI) =4.159 -0 "? t143*3 : C; J) -O. i 23*C1 C: ý') +003455 

63 D iJ) 
69 DI F F'2=KIFF 1-*2 
70 St'1.110 = 5'-J 1O +A 10 

71 D1J 1=D'J: "i+71 'F 2 
7.2 SUIT 1 1"=SUL! 11 +A 11 
73 ýC; d) =EXPCA-: C`J) 
711 P(iJ)<: "? C3xc: J) ) 

75 SCN)=ý::? (C:: C2; ) ) 

76 F(N) =EXP(DX(f"J)) 
77 VAL(N) =E:: PCYESTC. J) ) 

73 20 C0: 1TI; JUE 
79 N=N+1 
g0 IF(: J"LE" 13) FOTO 1 
31 SD=SQRT((S'J:: S/: 1: I)-CCY/A:: )*42)) 

32 ! 1:? ITE(2,2) ' c'J: 'i1, SJi12, SU:: 3, SUiJS, SU:? 6, SU: I7, SLý:: 3,5U "V? 
83 2 : J?.: i zT (=ý: i, 3E 12.5 ) 
64 URITE(2,3) SUI. 110, SUU11, SD 

$5 -"-3 FO n: ": ATC//, =:::, -3L135 
56 '"JRIT (2,7) CC^". C: J), P( 3), AS(: J), FC: J))iJ=1,27) 

37 7 FOR: 1A'ý C/, ýz::, rt 16 5 
38 SEE=SQ^-. T (: )U: -! /AN) 

59 CC=SQRTCI. -(SE3K*2/SD* 2) 

90 URI TEC2,3)SEE, CC 
91 22 03NTINUE 
92- VRI TS C2 ;) -SAX 

S3: i, SC: º, SD; 

93 6 FORr. iAT(, A 20.5) 

94 IF(J. EQ. 1) G 3T3 23 

95 3 FOIt: 2ATC! ß: t, 2320.6) 

. 96 'jRIT? (2,9) C t`: EST(: J), t ALCii) )IJ=1,2? ) 

97 9 -OR: YýITC=ý::, 2E16"S) 
93 23 STOP 
99 EIJD 

100 FINISH 


